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The dismantling oKwiMon
People's voices

Report of cK-tiviLies(;OOl

Foreword
we share with you a truly momentous leg of our long
Two
events impacted significantly on the structure and
journey
work of Eklavya. One was the closure of our collaborative middle
school educational programmes by the Madhya Pradesh
government in July 2002 The second was the bifurcation of Eklavya
In this

report

two autonomous units - a 'school education and publication'
group and a'rural development'group.The latter was registered as
a new society on August 1 1, 2003 as the Samavesh Society for
Development and Governance. A total of 32 staff members of
Eklavya left to join the new society on March 31 2004. Shn Anwar
Jafri heads Samavesh as its Director. Meanwhile, Shn Kamal
Mahendroo took over as Director of Eklavya on May 1 2003
into

,

,

This three-year report has been divided into three sections.The
section provides a chronological narrative and analysis of the

first

closure of the school education

programmes and its impact on the

Eklavya group, including our learnings from the entire episode.
The second section presents a documentation of the responses of

people from

move

all

over the country and outside on the government's

to close the

programmes. The

third section reports

reviews the work done under the various ongoing

and

programmes of

the 'school education and publication' group and the
development' group.

'rural

We are aware that justice may not have been done in representing
and reflecting on all the turbulence that took place during these
three years. We present this report with humility. We hope that it
will help in our struggles as well as those of others.

The dismantling of

a vision

from micro to macro

Diffusion of curricular innovations
In Eklavya's history,

2002

will

be remembered as the year which saw the closure of two

long standing programmes- the HoshangabadScienceTeachmg Programme (HSTP)
and the Social Science Teaching Programme '\SSP) These innovative curricular

piogrammes had been

in

operation

in

many government and

private schools since

1972 and 1986 respectively Just prior to the review period, our Primary Education
Programme (Prashika), which had been running in all schools of Shahpur Bloc k since
1-95,

was closed by the government

in July

2001

Through these programmes, we had sought to build up a partnership with the
Government of Madhya Pradesh to develop micro level experiments in different areas
of the school curriculum The programmes were developed in a limited number of
government schools to begin with Attempts were made to find ways of assimilating
them into the curriculum and textbooks of the state Attempts were also made to
develop support systems at the field
reality in schools.

level to translate curricular

packages into a working

We sought to work as a catalyst at the state, district, block and school

cluster levels to enable the

mainstream education system to innovate In this context,
1 991 and recommended that it

an

MHRD committee had evaluated HSTP way back in

for

m the basis of a state- wide reform of science teac hing at the school level in Madhya

Pradesh

On

the basis of this recommendation,

we had presented

a

proposal of

collaboration for implementing this reform However, the state's priority at the time
was to reform primary school education, not middle scl iool education.

Thus,

in

based

(DPEP),

we were presented the opportunity to collaborate in a statereform curriculum under the District Primary Education Programme

the latel 990s

initiative to

on the

basis of our Prashika

programme.

This opportunity enabled us to

experience, for the first time, the possibilities and limitations of the vision we had been
working with As part of this initiative an attempt was made to invite a number of r ivil
society groups to 'trial out' their vision of an ideal curriculum in a small number of
government schools.The SCF.RT was also asked to trial its package A debate took place
among these groups and the policy makers on how this trial could lead to curricular
reform at the state level. Three options were discussed
a)

all

the packages are evaluated according to set parameters and the best one

selected for implementation at the state
b)

all

the packages

to districts to

fulfilling certain criteria

choose from,

level,

are certified

and presonted

as options

c)

the best features from all the packages are'amalgamated'into a state curricular
package.

While we felt the second option was the best, the state representatives were not ready
for a plural

approach.

It

was

finally

decided to go with the third approach, that of

amalgamation.

To go back a little in history, our Prashika programme had been seeded in a number of
government schools in Harda and Betul districts on an experimental basis in 1 987. In
1

995, it was implemented in all the schools of Shah pur block as part of the collaboration

to

trial

new teaching-learning

Between 1996 and 1999, the
more comprehensive curricular package

materials in the state.

learning from this trial was used to develop a

(including textbooks, teacher training, student assessment etc for the entire state),

under what was called the Seekhna Sikhana package. Another set of curricular materials
and practices had been developed and was in use in the large number of 'alternative
schools' set

up by the

state. The

government then

invited the IIM

Ahmedabad

to

undertake an evaluation of these different curricular packages.Subsequently.an initiative

was taken up to integrate the experiences of these and other learning programmes.
This initiative drew upon the Seekhna Sikhana package, the Alternative School package,
the Eklavya and Shram Niketan packages etc. It also brought the different trials to a
close, leading to the implementation of a uniform textbook policy across the entire
state. While the integration certainly registered some progress in the quality of the
curriculum, many valuable features of the various curricular reform packages, such as
ungraded self-paced learning of the Alternate School approach and the more open-

ended, creative and integrated strategies of our Prashika

initiative

were dispensed

with.

...

from macro to micro?

In the light of these experiences,

we began negotiations with the state on the form and

status of our on-going inititative in primary schooling in Shahpur. However, the janpad

panchayat of Shahpur demanded the implementation of the state-level textbooks.The
demand was immediately accepted by the government and our Prashika programme

was called off by an official onter.ln its public representations, the state sought to prove
the failure of Prashika in helping children iearn.The concerns voiced by us and other
academicians on the appropriateness of the data publicised by the government went

unheeded. As later events showed, this modus operand! was repeated in good measure
on several occasions - we have discussed this issue in greater detail in Section 3 of this
report*

The OPEP experience provided a fertile base for examining the contradictions that
emerge in the process of iargescate curricular reform. It provided the context to
concretely explore

new paths that could take our endeavours ahead However, the

state seemed to tack the political will to proceed along these lines, as seen in subsequent

events.

Our proposals for expanding HSTP across the entire state and the SSP to a larger field
area had been lying with the government for the past several years. But as we were
beginning to realise, our understanding with the government on the meaning and role
of curricular innovation and the assimilation of learnings from micro-level experiments
into the

mainstream was neither growing nor getting renewed. In fact, it was getting

speedily eroded.

We give below a summary of the main events

related to the closure of these

two

middle school programmes in 2002.Though the facts of the case are well known by
now it is necessary to reflect on our experience to highlight the salient issues related to
processes of governance and social change of which we have been a part.

The closure of HSTP
When the government began the second phase of the DPEP we expected it to initiate
processes for reforming the curriculum at the middle school level. So we attended to
tasks like revising the Class 6, 7

and 8 HSTP workbooks, their publication

in English,

supply system in the field and so on. Over the years, we had seen
stray attempts by some teacher, headmaster or others, demanding that HSTP be closed
streamlining the

kit

in their school/s.There were similar cases of teachers, headmasters or citizens demanding

HSTP be implemented in their school/s. While we responded to such concerns
wherever they arose, providing whatever support and explanation we could, there was
that

no organised channel through which such demands could be speedily addressed.The
only available channel was the education department which did not have any particular
agenda to push our programmes.

The

situation

changed with the establishment of panchayati

raj

forums and the

government's move to decentralise governance through its District Planning
Committees (DPC).These new forums appeared more effective for people to pursue
their demands. At the same time, new contexts emerged whereby the government
also

made up

its

mind to pursue a

certain course of action with regard to

NGO-

collaborations.

November 2001 The Harda incident
:

The Harda DPC met on November 25 under the chairmanship of Shri Pratap Singh
Uikey,the mlnister-in-charge,and passed a resolution to 'discontinue the teaching of
science under HSTP'.The ostensible reason was the poor performance of students in
science in the Class 8 Board examination. When we investigated the matter, we found
that an official ofthe District Education Office hadgivenafalse impression that the pass

percentage In science was only 45 percent, while the real situation was that 94.1
percent of the students had passed in science, the highest for any subject in the district.

We brought this fact to the notice of the DPC members. At a subsequent meeting held
in

December 2001 the zilla adhyaksha of Harda
,

insisted that

any resolution for the

closure of HSTP be deferred until a study was conducted on its impact on students.This

was minuted in the proceedings of the meeting.

February 2002 :The Hoshangabad incident
The sequence of events in Hoshangabad began with a letter from Dr Sitasharan Sharma,
the Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA) of the Bharatiya Janata Party (6JP) from
Itarsi, sent to the Hoshangabad DPC in December 2001. The MLA questioned the
relevance of HSTP and demanded the programme be discontinued. He cited several
reasons to buttress his demand, such as:

HSTP has several activities that are inconvenient and impractical, like asking
children to collect leaves from their environment and bring them to school.
HSTP encourages children to try out everything they learn. So children are told
to touch a live wire to find out whether current is flowing in it.

HSTP does not iink with the lower and higher classes in terms of its curricular
content
The matter was taken up for discussion at the meeting of the education subcommittee
of the Zilla Panchayaton January 29, 2002.The District Education Officer (DEO) submitted
the relevant details about the programme and pointed out that any decision on curricular
matters could only be taken by the state government and the matter should be referred
to the government.The DEO subsequently prepared the agenda brief on the issue for

the DPC meeting.This brief was not circulated to DPC members prior to the meeting,
the Hoshangabad collector claiming he had not received it on time.

The meeting was held on February 7 and chaired by Ajay Narain Mushran, the finance
minister of Madhya Pradesh and minister-in-charge of Hoshangabad district. Ms Savita
Diwan Sharma, the Congress MLA from Hoshangabad, could not attend.
At the meeting, representatives from Eklavya were given a few minutes to speak.
However, the minister cut short our presentation, saying the unanimous opinion of the

DPC members was that HSTP should not be continued any longer in the districtThe
argument was:"lf the programme is so good, why has it not expanded elsewhere?
Despite our protests and request for more time to explain, particularly about the
expansion elsewhere, the minister concluded the discussion, saying the verdict had
been given. He added that if good results are shown from other districts where HSTP is
in force,the DPC would accept that Jt had made a mistake but asofnow,HSTP should

be discontinued in Hoshangabad.

We registered our strong protest through the media and submitted a petition to the
OPC secretary and chairperson, with copies to all the DPC members, demanding a
review of the decision. The collector and minister-in-charge expressed their
willingness to reopen the issue if the DPC members and the local people came out
in

support of our demand.

Over the next two weeks, we approached the DPC members individually, pointing
out that the issue had not been adequately discussed in the meeting and that they
had not been given all the facts of the case.The DPC had 20 members, of whom the
MLAs, minister and government officials were non-voting members. Nine of the 1 3
voting members reacted positively to the facts we presented and asked for a review
of the decision by formally writing to the collector and the minister-in-charge.
However, they also felt that some positive backing from the state government would
strengthen their position, especially since a senior Congress minister had chaired the
meeting where the decision was taken.
Meanwhile, the education minister and education secretary responded to media
questions by announcing that the government had decided to accept the

recommendation of the DPC to discontinue HSTP in Hoshangabad district.The news
was carried in Nagarkatha of (tarsi on February 1 7 and Navbharat of Bhopal on
February 22.

We immediately wrote a letter

to the education minister and education secretary,
We stressed that:

registering our protest against their press statements.
".

. .

the process of decentralisation and devolution of decision-making powers

down to the district level must lead to the maturing of the leadership there
to deal with more complicated and far-reaching issues.This can be achieved

only through promoting a process of analysis and understanding of issues
and taking them beyond the pale of political rhetork.This applies more so
for issues concerning children's education.

to strengthen our hands to join

We would like the government

process of strengthening grassroots
level democracy. Abrupt decisions that foreclose any dialogue would only
in this

strengthen the hands of vested interests cutting at the root of such
constructive processes.

"We would like to discuss with ypu the ways and means to energise the
machinery of the School Education Department to respond to such a
challenge to attempts to make education meaningful and universally
available foraH children, agoal that the Government of Madhya Pradesh has
been pursuing so ardently In recent years.*

February-April 2002:The gathering storm
Many local intellectuals, schoolteachers and students expressed shock and indignation
at the

DPC decision. Scientists and academicians from around the world signed a

petition calling for a review of the decision.

We undertook a signature campaign

among teachers, parents and students who had studied the HSTP course and held
public meetings in Hoshangabad and Pipariya, where resolutions in support of the
programme were passed.

A resolution asking for the continuation of HSTP was signed by about 1 ,800 persons
from 40 villages and towns of Hoshangabad and Harda districts. About 1 ,200 of the
signatories were Class 9 to 1 2 students who had studied HSTP in their middle school
years. In addition, there were about 1 50 college students, 300 parents and 1 00 teachers

who signed the petition.

We submitted these petitions to the Hoshangabad collector on February 20, March 7
1 6. In our letter, we emphasised that "through this signature campaign we
are merely trying to show that there are hundreds of parents, children and teachers
who believe that HSTP is an important initiative in education and should continue. It

and March

is

not our stand that issues such as the nature of science teaching should be decided

on the basis of referendum*"

When we submitted the second lot of over 500 signatures, the collector returned it to
us with the following signed note: "Why are they politicising the whole issue? Where
is the provision for referendum?"

Ms Savita Diwan Sharma, the Congress MLA, expressed regret about the decision and
promised to help. Her father, Shri Vinay Kumar Diwan, a highly respected Sarvodaya
Congressman of an earlier generation who was an active supporter of Kishore Bharati,
also promised to take up the matter with Chief Minister Oigvijay Singh.

The major dailies carried stories on the reported closure. For example, Jansatta carried
an article by Prof Krishna Kumar, outlining the historic significance of HSTP. Dainik
Bhaskar published an editorial that was critical of the decision.The Itarsi MLA sent a
rejoinder to Dainik Bhaskar, labelling HSTP a cruel joke played on students in this era
of globalisation. To elaborate his argument, he wrote that students were made to
perform experiments with crude materials like matchboxes, injection vials, broken
chappals, cow dung, etc. He further stated that the programme was promoted by the
same 'conspirators' who wanted to keep the state in backwardness by opposing
projects like the Tawa dam and

Narmada Sagardam.

Meanwhile, Dr Sunilam, the MLA from Chhindwara, asked a question fn the Vidhan
Sabha, demanding to know whether the government was planning to expand HSTP
It down.The chief minister replied that "after evaluating

to the whole state or close

the strengths of HSTP, these shall be implemented

in the whole state?

1

3

March 20O2: A meeting with the chief minister
Shrl Digvijay Singh called a meeting on March 3, 2002. Shri AJay Narain Mushran, Principal
Secretary Education U.K. Samal, Secretaries to the Chief Minister R. Gopalakrishnan and
Dr Amaf Singh, State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT) Director
D.P. Dubey and Hoshangabad
Upadhyaya were present. Ffve Eklavya staff members attended the

Amita Sharma, Commissioner of Public Instruction
Collector Ashfsh

meeting.The chief minister gave the following directives:

As there Is a clear demand for a review of its decision, the DPC should take up
the matter at its next meeting.

*

The strengths and learnings of HSTP should be assessed and considered for
internalisation by the state.

In the official letter (dated March 23) we received after the meeting, the scope of the
controversy raging after the February 7 DPC meeting had been expanded beyond
HSTP." Your kind attention is invited to your request to the chief minister to intervene
in the matter of Eklavya's presence in the schools of Hoshangabad (in the middle school
level) being directed to be discontinued by DPC, Hoshangabad ... the chief minister
had directed that the key learning from the education programme of Eklavya should be
assessed and considered to be internalised."

The finance minister subsequently gave an interview to NDTV on March 8, which was
aired by Star News - he expressed the view that HSTP was not suited to the learning
needs of children. He said that although the programme had been receiving support
from outside the state, there was no support within the district and the DPC decision
was a well-considered and unanimous one. He also expressed his unhappiness with
Eklavya meeting the DPC members individually to argue their case and mobilise support.
The Itarsi MLA and his brother, who heads an organisation called the Narmada Education
Society, organised a public discussion on HSTP in Hoshangabad on March 1 2.Scores of
people from Hoshangabad and Itarsi were mobilised to denounce HSTP and pass a
resolution urging

its

closure.

We we're invited to attend the meeting to present our

we attended the meeting, given

its one-sided nature, we
decided to refrain from voicing our opinions. Subsequently, we prepared a written
reply to the issues raised in the meeting and circulated It widely in the town.

views. However, although

April 2002: Eklavya presents its case

Asa follow-up to the meeting with the chief minister, we were asked to make a formal
presentation on HSTP to the education department on April 1 2002.The purpose was
,

to evolveaframework to review tte program
them into the science! education policy of the state.

We were asked to present the

objectives of the programme, its strengths and weaknesses as we perceived them,
details of work done between 1 972 and 2002 and our areas of key learning.

We identified the major strengths of HSTP as:
not compromising on the basic principles of science teaching and ensuring
that the minimum processes of learning are not short-circuited,

making science meaningful and enjoyable for children,
developing an alternative evaluation system,
its

impact on professionalisation of teachers,

building a large resource pool for educational innovation.

The weaknesses were identified as:
The role of supplementary learning, outside the classroom, is considerable.
HSTP has been making efforts to try and enhance supplementary learning of
science among its target groups, but no clear institutional structure has yet
emerged.

The debate on the nature of science education needs to be broad-based in the
local community. Much more effort needs to be put into encouraging
reflections on the educational system and promoting constructive criticism of
its
If

basic principles.

a teacher

is

unwilling to teach there

is little

that

HSTP can do. Nor can

it

reward the teacher who puts in extra effort and time.

The areas of key learning were:
Importance of plurality: HSTP has demonstrated the advantages of a

pluralistic

strategy in educational change/The space allowed by the Madhya Pradesh government
to develop an alternate conception of science teaching has yielded rich dividends. It
indicates the workability of a system in which experimentation and reform can proceed

along with the mainstream system of education.

Government-NGO synergy: The NGO sector has the potential to supplement the
efforts of

structure

the government. HSTP has demonstrated that a different organisational
from the government can attract and involve talent and experience in

improving the education system.

Multi-pronged strategy: Educational change requires a multi-pronged strategy at
different levels and reform must spread across aH classes. Public debates on the purpose

of education must be encouraged.The community's role inthe school and education

must be rethought. National

institutions like the National Council for Educational

Research andTraining (NCERT) andCentral Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) must
incorporate lessons learnt through experience at the national level.

The outcome of the meeting was as follows:
The government remained silent on the future of HSTP in Hoshangabad, saying
the problem would be dealt with locally by the DPC, in the interests of
decentralised functioning.

+

However, it was 'keen' to assimilate the 'positive' components of HSTP
science education policy of the state at the middle school

recorded that

"in

to be assimilated

level.

It

was

in

the

officially

the view of Eklavya the features of its programme that need
in

the mainstream are as follows:

activity based learning,

alternative process of student evaluation,

use of supplementary resource materials."

The government further asked us to provide the following information:

How do the social indicators of the areas in which Eklavya's curriculum are in
force reflect the impact of the approach that promotes curiosity, rational enquiry

and learning from the environment?
Has Eklavya tried to establish curriculum equivalencies with CBSE and the MP
Board such that students can easily take the Board examinations?
Is

there a difference in the scholastic achievements of children

who have
who

reached Class 9 after passing out from Eklavya's curriculum and those
reach high school after a mainstream education?

In the meeting, the officials constantly asked why we were opposed to innovative
schemes started by the government, such as the Education Guarantee Scheme (EGS),
which actually sought to reach schools to settlements that had none. We replied that
while such schemes served certain useful purposes there was also a need to critically
assess them from a long-term perspective.

May 2002: The DPC stands by its decision
Many teachers told us that there was considerable pressure in the district to mobilise
in favour of the DPC decision to close HSTP. In preparation for the next DPC
meeting, the Hoshangabad DEO (a new person who was acting as the DEO) prepared
a fresh note on the agenda item regarding the HSTP closure. Unlike the earlier note

opinion

(that had apparently not been received by the collector and was not circulated), this
one was negatively worded, contained several factual inaccuracies and was circulated
to the DPC members well in time for the meeting. Some DPC members showed us the
note. Among the inaccuracies was a statement that a fee of 50 paise is charged from

students in Hoshangafrad district because of HSTP, whereas such a fee is not charged in

other districts,Further,the note stated that involving Eklavya in training teachers opens

up the possibility of other NGOs demanding a role in training programmes. It pointed
out problems students had with the evaluation procedure followed and the lack of
linkage with higher classes. It made no reference to the issues raised by DPC members
and their demand for a review of the decision.

We

responded by writing to the DEO and collector, pointing out the misleading
information. For example, we quoted the government order dated December 20,
1 995
prescribing the science fee for all schools in the state. We circulated our response

to

all

the

DPC members.

The much-awaited DPC meeting was finally held on May 9 under the chairpersonship
of a new minister-in-charge. We were invited to present our case and, after a brief
discussion, were asked to leave the meeting.
The DPC communicated its decision to the press, stating that:

The status quo will be maintained as far as the earlier decision is concerned i.e.
the decision taken in the previous meeting to close down HSTP still stands.
In

view of the fact that a review process regarding HSTP is being undertaken

by the state government at the behest of the chief minister, the final decision
regarding the continuation of HSTP within the district should await the outcome
of the review ordered by the CM.
All

the concerned parties will be given a chance to present their case before

the chief minister.

The press report also carried a public criticism of Eklavya by the collector that, over the
past couple of months, Eklavya members had adopted processes that were not tactual'
(tathyaparak).

May 20
The

(tarsi

MLA and his brother took a local delegation to meet Digvtjay Singh. They

made the following points in a petition handed over to the chief minister:
is said to have won many awards, is taught in only 560 schools.Till
now, it has not been expanded to other schools in the state, nor has NCERT
expanded it to other states in the country. This proves that NCERT has not

HSTP, which

given

its

recognition to the programme.

The 1991 NCERT evaluation report states that HSTP has no 'syllabus'. So how
can it be taught?

The HSTP methodology only has experiments, no theory.Children don't Jearn
theory after performing the experiments. On the other hand, the NCERT science
curriculum has both experiments and theory.

*

There are too many experiments in HSTP. Children have to do at least five
experiments every day. That means 150 experiments in a month and over
1,000 experiments in a year. If children do the experiments diligently, they
will have no time left to devote to other subjects.
Competitive examinations after Class 8 and Class 1 ask questions based on
the 'traditional' (NCERT) science.HSTP students lack this knowledge so they

have to face failure at the very first step in their career.

^9

We considered forming a delegation of supporters to meet the chief minister. However,
on discussing the issue with the local Congress MLA, we were advised that this would
not be necessary.
June 2002: Eklavya reviews the 30-year HSTP experience
On June A, we submitted a comprehensive document to the education department,
outlining the 30-year experience of the programme, along with supporting data, in
response to the demand made at the April 1 meeting. On the first issue, we stated that
a comparison between HSTP and the state science textbooks reveals 85 to 90 percent
commonality of topicsJhis belies the fearthat an activity-based approach would lead
to a reduction in topics covered during an average academic year. In fact, HSTP has
additional topics - like the use and comprehension of graphs - that are important for
developing an understanding of science.

We also pointed out that HSTP had sought to consciously address the linkage problem
during the revision of the Bal Vaigyanik textbooks on the basis of field-level feedback.
More information and anecdotal material was added to facilitate understanding in
children and experimental chapters on difficult concepts like atoms and molecules
and the language of chemistry were prepared for field testing.

On the second issue, we pointed out that science sees a dip in average marks in Class
9 across the board, as is the case with other subjects as well. This is a nationwide
phenomenon and is not a problem peculiar to HSTP. The poorer performance is because
the syllabus for Class 9 is extremely dense and introduces quantitative science rapidly,
without adequate practicals. HSTR in fact, builds up a sound base for high school
science since it progresses from qualitative to quantitative treatment from Class 6 up
to Class

We also

8.

put forward the view that the Class 10 Board results cannot reflect the
HSTP students since it is a conventional examination, based on

superiority of

reproduction of memorised Information, and does not test for abilities developed in
experiment-based learning. Nonetheless, there is little difference between the
performance of HSTP students and others in this examination.

On the third issue, we stated that various studies have established that HSTP children
haveabettergrasp of science^ut It isdifficult to establish a causal relationship between
such an understanding and social processes in society. What is clear is that one or two

40-minute sessions a day in middle school alone cannot effect major social changes.

2002: The government's review and decision
Nothing was heard from the government regarding the continuation of HSTP, after we
submitted our 30-year review - till the new session began in July, 2003. On July A, Shri
Gopalakrishnan agreed to meet us. It was at this meeting that he questioned why
Eklavya should work in curriculum and suggested a shift to supplementary material

development and teacher training. The question of performance in Class 10 again
came up - it has been a recurring theme in the debate on HSTP. Shri Gopalakrishnan
referred to a quick data collection and analysis done by the education department of
the Class 1 examination results of one year (2002), that reflected that Hoshangabad
ranked 20th out of 45 districts in the percentage of students getting first divisions in
science and in overall pass percentages. He implied that this meant that there was no
positive effect of HSTP in Hoshangabad. We asked for the data and a few tables were
given to us.

July 8: The use and misuse of data

We sent our response to Shri Gopalakrishnan after studying the tables, again pointing
out that any analysis of data of district-wise performance in the Class 1 examination
has severe limitations for drawing any conclusion regarding the efficacy of HSTP at the

middle school level. We wrote:
"The present examinations at Class
testing with

little

1

level are largely confined to information recall

or no emphasis on testing a student for problem solving, experimental

or analytical skills or conceptual understanding. Since HSTP gives more emphasis to
development of these skills as per the guidelines of the National Curricular Framework
and discourages learning by rote, it would be unfair to assess the impact of HSTP by
analysing the results in these examinations only.

any case, HSTP interacts only with some of the science teachers from high school as
resource teachers, and that too in the context of teaching science atthe middle school

"In

make an overall impact for all subjects at the Class 1
an improbable hypothesis and cannot lead to any logical

level.To expect that this should

Board examination

is

conclusions regarding HSTP's impact.

"You stated that Hoshangabad district ranks around 20th in cross district comparisons of
two variables, i.e. percentage of students scoring more than 60% marks in science and
overall pass percentage, concluding that HSTP had little or no impactJhe nature of the

data is totally inadequate to support such a hypothesis. For one, the variation in efficiency
of functioning of the high school system across districts has to be accounted for through
a research design that looks at samples that have similar conditions in high school. In
fact the two tables support the hypothesis that with

Hoshangabad district performing

an average level (around 20th) in overall performance, the performance in science is
in accordance with this average level of high school efficiency. Since HSTP had made
no attempt to address issues concerning high school teaching, it would not be judicious
at

to derive conclusions on performance of HSTP.

"We have looked at performance levels in Class 9 and 1 to examine the doubt expressed
no training in information memorisation, and information content of Bal
Vaigyanik books not being same as the mainstream books, HSTP children would fare

that with

badly in high school science. For this we have looked at comparative performance of
children in high schools where children from both the streams enter a common class.
Such situations are available for study in school complexes outside Hoshangabad and

Harda district. Our studies show that HSTP students are able to cope just as well as the
other students inspite of de-emphasizing rote learning. We have submitted these
results in our review, but more such studies are in progress.
"The two variables used to analyse high school performance reveal a high degree of
lack of correlation, suggesting that a different set of variables could give a totally
contrary picture. For example, Chhindwara ranks second in overall pass percentage but
does not figure in the first 1 5 in terms of 60% and above marks in science. Seven of the
1 5 districts in overall pass
percentage do not figure in the first 1 5 of the 60% and
above science list. This only seems to suggest that we need to look at other variables
and patterns and work out a composite index to draw up a consistent district
performance ranking. We would also need to look at time series data for longitudinal

first

analysis of particular districts to identify consistent trends before venturing
hypothesis about impact or lack of it due to any causative factors.
"If the

any

positive impact of HSTP on the learning of science is to be assessed as part of an

overall review, which should

most certainly be done, it needs to be done at the middle

school level itself. Apart from looking ajt the achievement levels of children at that level,
it would require a
study of the processes which have been put into place and their
multifarious impacts. For any comparative study all this will have to be judged against
the objectives and directives laid out in the statements of the National Curricular
Framework. Before any such effort passing any judgment on HSTP would be premature.

"A similar logic applies to the question 'Have children from Hoshangabad done
outstandingly well In PET/PPT/PMT examinations?' We feel that posing and examining

such a question is flawed fundamentally for the following reasons:

An intervention in improving science teaching in Class 6 to 8 can at best be a
minor contribution to the success rate of students in post-school competitive

examinations. Factors like level of teaching at the high and higher secondary
stages or the nature and extent of extra coaching availed etc could play a more

determining role. HSTP has never made any such claim, though many successful
students have given statements to the effect that the way science was taught
to them in middle school inspired and equipped them with self confidence for

competitive examinations.

We presented an analysis in response to criticism that HSTP had led to poor
performance of Hoshangabad students in competitive examinations. According
to this analysis, cross district data for three consecutive years showed that
Hoshangabad district was among the better performing districts, laying to rest

such doubts.

The Table 4 presented in the report has selectively shown data for three districts
only and given a very superficial conclusion. We find the posing of an
inappropriate hypothesis and use of very selective data to suggest a conclusion
somewhat inappropriate.

"We agree that data on growth in literacy rates and gender development index cannot
have any bearing on reviewing the impact of HS P and need not be part of any such
I

report.

above, we would like to reiterate that data of this nature and any analysis
should not form the basis of any recommendation or informed decision

"In light of the

based on

it

regarding the future course of HSTP.

"We hope a detailed review of the programme will be undertaken on a sound basis, as
proposed by you at an earlier meeting on April 1 An independent expert review team
would be set up and a detailed terms of reference drawn up.
.

"We also hope that the review we have presented as well as the data collected by the
department are autonomously scrutinised by educationists and scientists of high
standing. We request you to make available the full assessment report as well as the
raw data in hard and soft copies so that we can share this information with the large
academic group involved in HSTP and analyse it for the learnings we can draw from it.
We feel that this data would be useful in identifying issues pertaining to high school
education and the transition of HSTP students into the mainstream.
"We found it difficult to appreciate your analogy of the Eklavya-govemment relationship
as that of tenant-landlord and that now the tenant is trying to take over the whole
building. On the contrary, it has always been a relationship of partners in a common
endeavour to ensure good quality education for our children, with the government
naturally being the bigger partner with more control.Thls had always been spelt out in
these terms in all discussions, documents and proposals that we have submitted as
supporting documents with the review. All through these three decades various

governments, most of them of the Congress party, very carefully nurtured this perspective
of 'partnership'. If as per your suggestion the present MP government is beginning to
look upon it as'tenant-landlord'relationship, with all its antagonisms, then it definitely
is

a marked shift of perspective. For many people it would be

shift in

more surprising that this

perspective could be taking place under the leadership of a chief minister like

ShriDigvijay Singh.

Your suggestion that for quality improvement major efforts were required in
teacher training and supplementary support to the teachers, and that curricula

and text were not of much consequence - we can definitely say for science
teaching that curriculum, text and examination have exercised a stranglehold
on what takes place in the classroom. Without touching them, a number of

programmes have shown that teacher trainings become irrelevant formalities
and the locks of kit boxes are never opened since the teachers know that their
success will be judged through examinations relying almost totally on
information recall. Curriculum designers and policy makers will have to face
the question squarely as to why our texts and evaluation systems are in total
contradiction of the National Curricular Frameworks. We feel convinced that

the sanctity accorded to texts from

NCERT or SCERT or any expert body needs

to be questioned and the power, both academic and

with teachers

real,

needs to be built up

groups.The positive feature ofBalVaigyanik is
that it emerged from a process where subject experts from institutions like
in district level

Delhi Universityjata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR)

and elsewhere

came down to Hoshangabad schools to develop curricular materials with
teachers rather than send down texts from their citadels.

We feel that these two issues - partnership between voluntary NGOs and the
state and partnership

between teachers and subject experts have been two

unique features of HSTP that need to be reviewed in depth. In fact, reviewing
these aspects of HSTP and their impact would be of a more fundamental
nature than just looking at achievements in traditional public exams

..."

July 1 0: We seek a meeting with the chief minister

We wrote to the chief minister on July 1 0, requesting an immediate meeting with him.
We suggested five agenda points for discussion:
The potential of a state-level programme to improve science and mathematics
education at the school level

in

Madhya Pradesh.

The contribution HSTP can make to such a programme.
Future directions of Eklavya's partnership with the state government - perceived

problems and possibilities.

The possible contribution of the SSP in Developing a secular, progressive and
academically sound curricular programme for teaching social sciences in
schools.

The invitation to Eklavya from Jyotiraditya Scindia, Member of Parliament from
Gwalior, to develop programmes to improve the quality of education in Guna,

Shivpuri and Gwalior districts.

A brief meeting of some officials with Shri Digvijay Singh took place on that day. He
instructed his secretariat to organise a meeting the following week with the minister of
school education, secretary to the chief minister, senior officials of the education

department and Eklavya to take decisions on these matters.

July 1 0: The decision

is

23'

known

The same

day, a colleague from Harda district informed us that the Block Education
Office (BEO) has informed her of a letter from the government dated July 3, 2002

informing the Hoshangabad collector about the government's decision to immediately
discontinue the use of HSTP books and examination system in Hoshangabad district.

The letter also said that any school could use the HSTP workbooks as supplementary
material, if it wished to. It had been marked for information to the collectors of Harda
and the 1 3 other districts where the programme was running in one school complex
each. Eklavya was not considered a party that required to be informed about the decision.
The Hoshangabad DEO was also not aware of the order till that date.
July 1 1 the chief minister was visiting Hoshangabad. When asked by journalists at
a press conference about the decision to close HSTP, he confirmed it and said it was
taken in order to implement the same curriculum across the state.

On

,

July 3,

2002

To,

Collector

Hoshangabad
Subject Regarding the Hoshangabad Science Teaching
:

Programme (HSTP).

The government has received the resume of the meeting of the District Planning
Committee (DPC) of Hoshangabad held on 7.2.2002 through the letter no. 3578, March
2002, from the Collector Hoshangabad.The description of the proceedings mentions
that after a detailed discussion on the merits and demerits a unanimous decision was

taken by the DPC to

recommend the closure of the HSTP being taught in Classes 6 to

8 in Hoshangabad district

On the basis of the recommendation of the DPC of Hoshangabad, the state government
has taken a decision to implement the science curriculum developed by the state in

Classes 6 to 8 in
effect. In

Hoshangabad

district. This

decision

will

be

in force

with immediate

the year 2002-2003, the evaluation of science teaching for Classes 6 to 8 will

be done according to the mainstream evaluation methods specified by the government
If

any school in the Hoshangabd district wishes to use the present science curriculum
in Classes 6 to 8, it can use it as a supplementary curriculum in addition to the

(HSTP)

science curriculum of the state government. By the supplementary curriculum of
Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme the curriculum accepted by the state is
implied.

The Managing Dlrector,MP State Textbook Corporation will supply the necessary books

24

to the Hoshangabad district immediately.

AmitaSharma
Secretary (Elementary Education) and
Commissioner, State Education Centre, Bhopal

Another

letter

was sent by the government on

July 6 to the Text

Book Corporation

(TBC) informing the body that the government has decided to close HSTP and instructing
it to print the state-approved books in adequate numbers for the schools.This letter did

not mention that the closure was for one district only. Copies of this
to the collectors of the

1

letter were

marked

4 other districts where HSTP was in force.

The protest spreads
While we wrote to the government to stop implementation of this order and institute
a proper review of the programme, protest messages began pouring in from all quarters.
The fact that no document had been made public to justify the decision, that Eklavya
had not been informed of it, gave a touch of unreality to the situation.The chief minister's
secretary had sent a document to Srikant Voorakaranam,an HSTP supporter who had
sent a protest note to the government. Srikant shared this document with us and
others. It immediately caused such an outcry that the government eventually had to
suppress its circulation.lt was replaced with a Tactsheet' which was circulated on the
internet to those who sent protest letters to the government.

The government justifies its stand
The next few pages contain an excerpt from a government report on Eklavya's work.
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July 14: Teachers join the protest
Eklavya called a meeting in Hoshangabad which was attended by many teachers.The
teachers pressed us to go to court against the decision.The kind of data used to review

HSTP was strongly denounced.The teachers decided to write letters to the chief minister,
ask children to write their opinions, contact local elected representatives and gram
sabhas to protest against the decision and demand the continuance of HSTP in their
schools.

A large number of concerned citizens also wrote in the press against the decision.
July 1 8:The government finally shares its 'assessment' report!

We finally received an official copy of the assessment report and factsheet on July

1

8.

put down in writing the same issues and data shared with us by the officials in early
July, to which we had responded in our letter of July 8,2002. The covering letter from
It

the government said:

"We are sharing with you the internal report relating to the impact of the HSTP
in

Hoshangabad based on the Jssues that have been under discussion with

Eklavya

now for some time.

an offer was made to Eklavya to consider collaborating with the state
government for developing a good quality and sustained capacity building
programme for the teachers, which is critical to improving the quality of science
"...

teaching and strengthening the institutional capacity for science education.

on a much larger scale and a more critical
would be more meaningful for the reform of
science education in the state. It would also give Eklavya the opportunity that
they have so far not been availing of, because of their exemption from the
mainstream evaluations to run their own parallel academic arrangements, to
work in partnership with the state where the context of Board examinations
and impersonal testing systems with public accountability, good quality training
institutional and individual - and academic motivation on a massive scale are
determining issues and challenging tasks."
"This way, Eklavya can contribute
level of state intervention, which

offer was for Eklavya to assume a larger role as a 'technical support institution'
functioning under the directions of the SCERT, within the limitation of the existing
teaching methodology and evaluation system.

The

July 23: Educationists condemn the closure
The Education Discussion Group, a group of educationists, intellectuals and social activists,
passed a resolution condemning the decision and report at a public meeting held in
Delhi on July 23.

The government had set up a State Advisory Board of Education a few weeks earlier.
Four SABE members -Prof RomilaThapar, Prof Mushirul Hasan, Prof Gopal Guru and Prof
Krishna Kumar - wrote to the chief minister on July 23, questioning the HSTP closure.
The chief minister responded personally, defending the decision.The four replied to
the chief minister's letter on August 14, challenging the assertions of the state
government and calling for a meeting of SABE to be convened within two weeks so
that a national debate on the issue could be initiated.They criticised both the move to

designate HSTP as a supplementary curriculum which is tantamount to closing down
the programme - and the assessment report, terming its statistics perfunctory. They
-

questioned the 'democratic decentralisation'argument as well as the policy decision to
revert to a single textbook regime/The members hinted that the decision was politically
motivated,

The scientific fraternity also reacted strongly to the closure. A group of teachers, students
and scientists tried to arrange an appointment with President A.PJ. Abdul Kalam to
brief him on their experiences with HSTP and their distress at its closure. A number of
educationists also wrote to the president in this regard.

July-August: Seeking interventions
Prof Yash Pal and Prof M.S. Swaminathan wrote to the chief minister, urging him to save
the situation even at this late stage. Many others including Dr Anil Sadgopal, Shn Sharad

Chandra Behar,DrVinod Raina,Dr Hriday Kant Dewan, Shri Anil Bordia, Shri Ajay Mehta,
M.N.Buch and Shri Prabhash Joshi also tried to intervene. Shri Arjun Singh and Smt
Sheila Dikshit were also contacted and their intervention sought. Dr Sadgopal and Shri
Shri

Bordia impressed upon Smt Sonia Gandhi the gravity of the situation and she wrote to
the chief minister to consider placing the issue before the SABE to see if HSTP could be
restarted and expanded to cover other districts.

Looking at the legal option
Teachers, parents and educationists demanded legal action against the government.
We seriously contemplated such a step and took legal advice from a high court lawyer

We explored the option of two separate
one by parents to stay the closure order, since it came after the academic
session had started and covered all three classes at once, and another by Eklavya and
people from the science and education fraternity as a public interest litigation.
in Bhopal and a Supreme Court lawyer in Delhi.

legal actions

was crucial that we act immediately as the new term was well under way fn schools.
It proved difficult to reach a consensus on the issue. While many of our
supporters were putting strong pressure on us to pursue the legal option, there were
others who gave us negative feedback on the response of the legal system to
It

However,

educational issues/following the controversy over the NCERT's history syllabus/There

were concerns about the long-term impact of a legal battle against the government on
our continuing work with teachers and children in our field areas. As the programmes
shut down, we were also preoccupied with our efforts to prevent a sense of vacuum
from developing in our relationship with the schools we were working with. In the end
we could not put our act together on the legal front. The delay in acting eventually
made the legal option infructuous and inadvisable.

Confusion reigns in the schools
Meanwhile, even as Shri Gopalakrlshnan and the SCERT responded to protest letters
from across the country and beyond, saying the HSTP had been closed down in
Hoshangabad but continued in other districts, the DEOs of some of these districts
began sending letters to the schools asking children to buy the SCERT textbooks. Despite
entreating the government to clear up the confusion created by its conflicting orders,
we did not get any categorical statement until July 30, when the government sent us

programme was
Hoshangabad district but was silent on its status in the other districts.
Strangely, this copy was not marked to the collectors of the 1 4 districts, like the original
official letter to the TBC was.
a copy of a letter written to the TBC.The letter stated clearly that the

closed down

in

Two days later on August 1

the chief minister issued a press release talking about the
need for common textbooks in the state. He justified the closure on grounds of parental
anxiety and cited the poor performance of HSTP students in the Class 1 examination.
He used the current year Board examination data that hadn't been used earlier. This
time, we found that the data used by the Chief Minister itself was absolutely incorrect.
We pointed this out in a press release the following day.
"...

,

what is most distressing are the statistics quoted by the chief minister regarding

the performance in the Class

1

examination. It states that the failure rate in science in

2001 -2002 is 26 percent, while it is 30 percent in Hoshangabad district. Again the truth
is

not what the statement makes it out to be. We obtained the district-wise statistics of

the Board examination from the Madhyamik Shiksha Mandal last month and found that

of the 5,20,483 students whose science results were declared in the state, 2,83,416
had passed/That puts the pass percentage at 54.5 percent and the failure rate at 455
percent. Of the 1 4,760 students whose science results were declared in the two HSTP
students passed.The combined pass percentage

districts, Hoshangabad and Harda,8551

was 57.9 percent (Hoshangabad 55.6 percent and Harda 68.1 percent) and the failure
rate 42.1 percent -3.4 percentage points below the state avcVage.
If this is the truth about the two statistics quoted against HSTP, what lies behind the
other statistics that have been conststentiy quotedm publicforums? We reserve further

comment.

Our view on collaboration

We sent our response to the assessment report and the collaboration offer in early
August stating that we would be happy to contribute to the government's efforts in
improving the quality of science education in the state, something we have been
doing for the past 20 years. However, we made it clear that collaboration was possible
only if:

The offer to train teachers was for experiment-based science teaching and
not for transacting the existing curriculum with its rote learning methodology.

That the government showed a willingness to introduce experiments into
the existing curriculum.
That the government would provide the additional inputs for experiments in
the form of science

kits,

training of resource persons

and organisation of

regular teacher meetings and follow-up to schools.

That an evaluation system that encourages all-round development of
experimental, analytical, problem solving, comprehension and articulation
skills in children and seeks to test conceptual understanding and development
rather than information recall

We

also pointed out that

we had

is

put in place.

gained a

lot

of experience in incorporating an

experimental base in the existing CBSE and state science curriculum through our work
over the last few years in several prestigious private schools in Indore and Mumbai. We

added that our experience with the curriculum of primary schools and of social sciences
at middle school-level also needs to be drawn upon for the benefit of the state education
system. We expressed our willingness to share this experience with the government

and train its teachers accordingly.

We urged the government to review the state curriculum, textbooks and evaluation
systems in the light of the educational principles enunciated in the National Education
Policy documents and formulate guidelines for improving them in accordance with
these directives.

We urged that an expert committee be set up under the guidance of the SABE to
review HSTP and

its

strategies in order to

draw lessons

for the assimilation of the

strengths of the programme at the state level.

We urged the setting upof a representative pan-India body with a wider mandate, with
representation from universities, research institutions, school education bodies, to guide

and overseecurrlculum regeneration efforts by the government of Madhya Pradesh
andofYererfthatEkla>^acx}^ldbeapartofsuchalargerbc)cly.

The government's view of collaboration
The SCERT director responded by saying Eklavya could assist the government in teacher
training and resource material development and other initiatives to improve the quality
of education in the state.The government would also extend support to some of the
positive aspects of HSTRsuch as Sawaliram,Crwtonafc, pedagogic practices that enrich
science teaching and the experience ofsangam kendras. However, it reiterated that
only one textbook and curriculum would be followed for science in the state.The tetter
urged Eklavya to submit a proposal for working at the state level in partnership with the
government.

To underline its support for Eklavya,the Rajiv Gandhi Shiksha Mission (RGSM) wrote to us
saying it would like to place an order for around 6,000 copies of Chakmak for its Jan
Shiksha Kendras.The order, however, never materialised.

August 3: Protest meeting in Hoshangabad
Continuing our protests, we organised a public meeting in Hoshangabad on August 3
to condemn the closure decision. Despite torrential rain, it was attended by about 80
people.

Among those who attended were Shrl Suresh Diwan of Gram Sewa Samiti,

Rohana; Shri Sunil Gupta of Klsan Adivasi Sangathan, Kesla; Shrl Shamuhunath Gupta of
Brahmagyan Pustak Bhandar, Hoshangabad; students of (tarsi's Progressive Students
Association and Dr Sadgopal, former head of the Central institute of Education, Delhi
University and one ofthe father figures of HSTP, who addressed the meeting. A nukkad
natak was staged at the collectorate by youth from the villages around Hoshangabad.

A

parallel meeting had been held earlier in the day by the 8JP MlA's brother, Shri
Bhawani Shankar Sharma, who heads the Narmada Education Society, welcoming the
government's decision. It was attended by about 500 children from 1 to 1 2 private

schools of Hoshangabad, along with some teachers.

August 4: Dharna in Bhopal
The following day, we staged a dharna in Bhopal. It was jointly organised by Eklavya,
BharatGyanVigyan Samiti (MP),Madhya Pradesh VigyanSabha, Science Centre (Gwaltor),
Samvaad, All India Peoples' Science Network, Progressive Writers Association
and Janwadi Lekhak Sangh under the slogan of The fight for education'.
Tulika

About 300 teachers, students and citizens from our field areas in Harda, Hoshangabad
and Malwa came to Bhopal, while supporters from Bhopal also turned out in large
numbers, including some schools we are working with in the city. A public meeting on
'Educational Change - Challenges and Future' was organised in which people expressed
their views on processes such as globalisation that were impacting on schools and
teaching. The people called for a sustained campaign against political attacks on
education.

The speakers included Dr Sadgopal, Shri Bordia, Dr Amitabha Mukherjee, Dr Raina, Ms
Asha Mishra of BGVS, Shri ManojKuJkarni ofTulika Samvaad,Shri Abdul Jabbar of Bhopal
Gas Peedlt Manila Udyog Sangathan, Shri Balendra Parsai and Shri Balram Gumasta of
Janvadi Lekhak Sangh, Shri Alok Agarwal of Narmada Bachao Anddan and Ms Anupa of
Samata Samiti.
Over 500 people attended the day-long event the expenses for which were raised
through public contributions. The dhama culminated in a raHy during which the

Hoshangabad students again staged their street play. A memorandum was submitted
to the chief mfnistenprotestJng against the HSTP closure, the manner in which it was
engineered andfheinternal assessment report put out by the government.

The state-level books are put in place
Meanvriitie, SCEffTcorxiucte^

for about

1

5 master trainers for Hoshangabad district between August 2 and 4.They

included several HSTP resource teachers.These master trainers conducted trainings at
the block level in all eight blocks of Hoshangabad district from August 9 to 1

1

.

Participants

were given 15 to 20 minutes to lecture on a selected chapter. They were specifically
told that they were 'not expected to do experiments either in the training or in the

We subsequently came to know that education department officials (DEO
and ADEO) had given oral instructions to teachers (especially of private schools) in
Hoshangabad, Itarsi and Piparlya to get students to write letters to the chief minister

classroom'.

appreciating the new books.

August 8: The final order is passed
Eventually on August 8, after over a month of confusion, orders were issufed to all the 1 4
down HSTP, the SSP and the 'Experimental Curriculum' (Class 1 to 5).

districts closing

Though Eklavya's SSP was in operation in a few schools in 3 out of these 1 4 districts and
the Class 1 to 5 curriculum was no longer in use in any district, the government order
made no distinction on grounds of such facts. Apparently, the chief minister had taken
the decision to adhere to a uniform textbook policy.The first communication to the 1 4
districts went without any reference to allowing the use of books developed .under
HSTP, the SSP and the 'Experimental Curriculum' as supplementary materials if any
school wishes to do so. A revised communication sent the next day corrected the
'mistake'. These orders did not reach the schools till the last weeK of August.
Finally, the government came out with a clear action and a consistent policy statement
on education * there would henceforth be only one textbook and one examination

system over the entire state.
Unfortunately, this contradicted the 'democratic right' argument given in July, since
none of the DPCs of the other districts where HSTP was in operation had asked that the
programme be scrapped.

SeptembenThe scientific fraternity continues its protest
On September 3, Or P.M. Bhargava, who was on a visit to Bhopal, addressed a press
conference where he issued a memorandum on behalf of a groupof eminent scientists,
expressing shock and dismay at the closure of HSTRThe memorandum said that the
scientific community in the country saw in HSTP the hope for better science education

for children and

urged the chief minister to expand the programme over the entire
it down. It also questioned the policy of
following a uniform

state instead of. closing

textbook, pointing out that Madhya Pradesh was one of the states that had encouraged
plurality of approaches till then.

The signatories included Prof.M.G.K.Menon,Prof.CN.R.Rao,Prof.Yash Pal, Prof. Obaid
Siddiqui, Prof. Jayant Narlikar, Prof. P.M. Bhargava, Prof. D. Balasubramaniam, Prof. V.K.

Gaur, Prof. Ashok Jain, Prof. Meher Engineer, Prof Vijaya Varma, Prof. H.Y. Mohan Ram,
and Prof. C.R.Babu.
Prof.

Sadgopal and Prof.Yash

Pal

met

President Abdul Kalam in Delhi and

made

a

representation regarding HSTR The president's office later forwarded the representation

totheMHRD.
Teachers and students associated with our programmes tried to meet the president,

who was due to visit Bhopal in the second week of September, and the chief minister
as well.Their efforts were not successful.

October-March: Conflicting views on collaboration

We received another letter from the education department, reiterating its views and
asking us to submit a proposal for a collaborative programme with the government.

That appeared to be a constant refrain, although none of the letters addressed the
concerns we had been voicing. It almost seemed as if the government had to show that
it

wa

i

,ot anti-Eklavya

or anti-NGO.

October 1 : Eklavya submits a concept paper

We submitted a concept paper on collaboration on October 1

,

titled Towards Quality

Education for All'. The paper spelt out the basic inputs and policy directives required to

improve science teaching in schools and laid down the ground and possible areas for
collaboration.

We firmly conveyed that any state-level venture cannot be sustained in the long run

if

not constantly fed by new ideas generated from experimental field-level efforts
and underlined the need for such lab areas as ah R&D pol icy.This space should not be
it is

looked upon as a concession given to Eklavya but a way of continuous improvement
involving all civil society groups.

October 26: Eklavya and SCERT meet
In the interim, we had a meeting with the SCERT on October^ to explore the possibility
of joint action programmes, particularly in the area of teacher motivation and
improvement of classroom processes. It was decided that SCERT would organise an
'envisioning' workshop in which the entire school process and curriculum could be
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looked at in a holistic manner.The workshop proved to be a non-starter and the process
died a natural death.

November 5: More on collaboration
On November 5, we received a letter from the chief minister's secretariat suggesting
the following three areas for collaboration and again asking us to send a proposal based

on them:
improving evaluation systems, including continuous evaluation,
Improving classroom processes through observation, feedback and suggestions
for change,

Developing materials to strengthen teacher capability and training teachers in
them.

The letter suggested that non-governmental agencies had professional competencies
to fill in gaps in the public schooling system, which again implied that the government

looked upon Eklavya as a service-cum-resource organisation functioning under the
it implicitly implied that the concerns and issues raised by an independent civil

SCERT.

society group for the attention of the government do not have to

be addressed.

We cfton reflected on our strategies in these months. Taking the protest to a higher
plane was the need of the hour. At the same time, there was the need to apply energies
to rebuilding and growth.There was need to also use the pressure built up to create a
platform with the state as a matter of principle and long term vision notwithstanding

the nature of the government that was in power at the present juncture. Unfortunately,
at this time of reflection

and debate, we couid not keep up our communication with

many friends and supporters.

December 6: Our response on collaboration
We responded to the government's three-point collaboration note on December 26,
again pointing out the need for a holistic approach to educational improvement, as
outlined in our concept note. We also urged the involvement of the CBSE in the process.

We suggested that the SCERT begin the process of curriculum improvement from Class
6 in 2004 and work class-wise every year to cover Class 1 by 2009, by which time the
curriculum from Class 6 to Class 1 would be overhauled to bring it more in consonance
with national educational policy objectives. We again urged the government to come

out with a policy statement on science education.

On the matter of collaboration, we pointed out that we had been discussing the issue
with the SCERT.In the tight of the three areas outlined, we suggested elaboration at

intensive. At the extensive level we suggested holding
workshops with DIETs to orient their faculty to the learnings of HSTP and areas such as
inquiry based learning, classroom
and evaluation techniques.

two levels * extensive and

w^

For more intensive field-level interventions, we proposed working with DIETs in the
Which Eklavya centres are located, taking up a group of sample schools

field areas in

and undertaking specific programmes of action research that would eventually feed
into improving textbooks, dassroom practices and evaluation methodologies. We urged
the SCERT to set up a cell to coordinate this work.

March 7, 2004: The state's response
The state government responded on March 7, 2004. It again said that we had failed to
send in a proposal detailing specific action points, terming our proposal for holding
workshops with DIETs and field-level interactions as an expression of intent. It also
turned down the suggestion of setting up a cell in the SCERT to coordinate the
collaborative work, saying the purpose of collaboration was to enhance institutional
capabilities and not'fracture institutional rnandates'into 'privileged niches'.
Although the volume ofcorrespondence with the government has been fairfy sizeable, the
outcomes were dissatisfying, perhaps to both. A deeper issue was being engaged with, and
its

tensions could not be resolved with ease. Let us turn to these and refleet on how we can

engage constructively with the tensions generated by the experiences, offshoots and history
ofHSTP.

Reflection

and learning

The experience has left us with many reflections, deep and disturbing at the same time.
Were we doing enough to defend HSTP and our other educational programmes and
counter the onslaught of the government and local forces on our work? Did our response
fail to fully exploit the debate and tension
generated by the long and sustained existence
of HSTP as a living endeavour? Could the protest have been scaled up into a mass
campaign that could have widened the discourse on education across the country?

Why did we fail to use the court of law to stay or revert the closure? Without arriving at
any final Judgments, we hope we have been able to share with you the different
considerations that guided our decisions.The first two sections of this report present

what we did and the mobilisation that took place in the country. At the end of it all, we
can say with some satisfaction that our work on the ground survived the disruption and
our bonds with the community of teachers, students and local administrators remained
intact and alive. New beginnings could be made and, indeed, have been made. Section
three presents to you the developments that took place in the different programmes
of Eklavya during the review period.

Viewing ourselves and the state
Even as we move forward, we must stop to review the role we expected the state to
play, on

the one hand,and the role an NGO like ours could pi ay, on the other.

Our primary objective as a group working in education was to translate policy statements
enunciated since independence as field realities for the mass education system.The
core principle of HSTP and our other innovations in elementary education was to
demonstrate on the ground that quality education is both desirable and feasible in the

mass education sector and not the privilege of a favoured minority.

We felt the way this should be done is to work within the mass education system itself.
important to understand this aspect because our role tends to be misunderstood or
misrepresented. People are used to advocacy of policies and critiques in the media.
They are used to parallel private set ups that propose an alternative. We felt the answer
lay in working in collaboration with the government in its vast network of schools.
It is

For manyyears in the 1970s and 1 980s, the governments were willing to support NGOs
Eklavya in initiating grassroots educational change. We perceived ourselves as

like

catalysts in thischange process, validating our educational ideas through micro-level
pilot projects and then looking to the government to assimilate and internalise the

learnings from our field-based experiments
across all the schools of the state.

and

scale

them up

to the macro level

But the scenario began to change quite rapidly from the early 1 990s, with the ground
conditions being altered by the macro-economic processes of liberalisation and
globalisation/There was a marked rise in the expectations of the people, which, in turn,

sharpened the debate on the nature of development that was taking place. In education,
moved apace, with 'convent' schools sprouting up even in casbahs and

privatisation

larger villages. Government schools increasingly began to look like refuges of the non-

fee paying sections of society.

With the development debate raising the stakes of governance, elected governments
to be perceived as agents of macro-level change/Their cash-strapped
economies found large measures of support in the multi-lateral funding that was
increasingly becoming available. One outcome of this was a renewed interest in primary

felt a greater need

education.
In the mid-1 990s, the state government invited us, along

with other NGOs to participate

evolving a curricular package for primary schools. We worked dosely with the
government to evolve the state-wide Seekhna Sikhana package by feeding in our fieldin

based learnings from the Prashika programme. For some time the state collaborated
with organisations like Eklavya

in

evolving a system of micro-level trials to macro-level
made part of the state curriculum.

assimilation. Innovative inputs were, in fact,

However, towards the end of the 'trialling' programme, the process was circumscribed
by the effort of the state to remain close to the outputs of the NCERT. Further on, the
trials were drawn to a dose without generating any framework of continuous innovations,
research and development in curriculum and textbooks. The state implemented a
uniform textbook policy. HSTP, too, later saw a similar denouement, but with a further
backward step because, unlike the primary school textbook that sought to incorporate
the learnings from the preceding field trials of different experiments, the retntroduced
science textbook ignored the HSTP package.
It

points to the emergence of a pattern that can be seen in the development sector as
governments in a democratic polity seek to pursue and establish their

well. Elected

progresslvcredentials,ernbarking on several path-breaWng initiatives Hke child-friendly
methodologies, universal access to education, encouraging a prt>cess of decentralisation

through policy measures

like Joint forest

management,

fisheries cooperatives, the

PanchayatlRajActetc.

However, It requires political will to see these measures through to their logical
outcornesJhls means fulfilling their Implementation requirements in terms of proper
structures and other inputs as well as handBng and resolving the tensions and resultant

power restructuring. When the government finds it cannot handle the fallout of these
progressive initiatives^ backtracks, often shifting back to the older paradigms.Thismay
have been the case with Eklavya's curricular programmes as well.

The methodology of Eklavya's programmes essentially helps children

learn

how to

learn,by asking questionsand not accepting anything atface value.The process is not
prescriptive;the child is expected to construct knowledge.This pedagogical approach

makes a fine distinction between using curriculum to prepare citizens who fit into a
mould and citizens who can take society forward into new and
uncharted territory. Of course, in actual practice we have had to make several
compromises, but what we were doing was nevertheless an important step forward
well-defined societal

towards this ideal.

The democratising nature of this methodology, both within the classroom and outside,
stands in sharp contradistinction to the prevailing conservative hierarchical value system
of the mainstream. Democratisation within the classroom begins with the rigid teacher-

student hierarchy giving way to a facilitator-guide/student relationship and more peer

group interaction.
Outside the classroom there is more dialogue between teachers, parents, administrators,
resource persons and the community, because we insist on a participatory approach.So
mainstreaming our curricular programmes means internalising the elements of a more
democratic value system, through open debate and discussion, not just standardising
their mechanisms.

That such a process of democrat! sation does take place seems to be borne out by the
post-closure protests. We were able to readily tap an undercurrent of dissatisfaction
with the closure order, which many perceived as an undemocratic political act, while
others perceived

it

as a long overdue measure of relief! Teachers, students, intellectuals,

political functionaries, elected representatives and

others wrote letters to editors and

the press, undertook signature and e-mail campaigns, organised protest
rallies and made a formal demand for review of the closure resolution. Done in the face
of naked antagonism from the highest quarters of government and elite families of the
articles in

district,

a debate and counterpoint could visibly be seen by everyone.

The interesting question then isto what extent a government can encourage progressive
initiatives? Can it nurture what it cannot control? Would this mean there are serious
constraints in mainstreaming a democratic vision of curriculum in a society where
equality

is

more a

virtual reality?

Would

it

mean

that any educational process that

encourages an understanding of the nature of society and its development in a historical
perspective cannot be implemented in the formal system of education? We have seen
a cut-off point emerging sharply In many instances in the development debate. Are we

now seeing a cut-off point in curricular reform?

Viewing the ground situation

We

must also

reflect

on our achievements

in facilitating

the implementation and

ownership of our programmes on the ground. Implementation covers the provision of
science kits and teaching-learning materials as well as the academic aspects like teacher
training, school

monitoring and evaluation. If proper structures are not evolved, the

problems could become insurmountable, leading to unmanageable levels of dissent
among students, teachers, parents and educational administrators. This could have

been a latent fear In the government. While it was our view that HSTP had shown the
workability of innovations in the system, a government could be wary of the carrying
capacity of its own implementation system in the state as a whole. Could this be why it

always hesitated to own the programme fully?

The ownership issue brings out the fallacious position of both partners in the collaboration
- the
government and Eklavya.There was a perception that the government never saw
the

programme as

its

responsibility,

although

it

was paying the

costs to run

it

in its

schools. It always looked to us to iron out implementation problems, even expecting us

to devise and organise an expansion strategy.lt was never proactive, depending on us
to even undertake many of the administrative tasks that were its responsibility.

We, on our part kept insisting that our role was that of an academic support system, but

we could never let go of the programme, running after implementation bottlenecks,
it in all public forums and
accepting all the accolades and awards. As a
public perceived us as the owner, so we were targeted for Ihe brickbats as
well. Perhaps, it is time we all take a re-look at the definition of the public domain and

representing

result, the

ownership.This is a matter that needed in-depth evaluation. Far more than the evaluation
of the Class 1 examination results and figures of literacy In different districts, the
functioning of the government system in HSTP-areas needed to be studied and lessons
drawn from it. In all its frenzy to prove Eklavya wrong, the government did not even

admit this issue for consideration. As a result a magnificent historical opportunity was,
!ndeed,allowed to go waste in the educational history of the country.

On our part we realise that the issue of managing local dissent puts us in the dock as
well. It Is an area where we, as a group, may not have been sensitive enough. It is easy
to dismiss dissent as the outpourings of disgruntled or inimical elements. We needed a
better appreciation of the fact that new ideas can be disturbing and may need to be
modified to incorporate the concerns of the people. Besides the reactions of those
who resisted the effort required under HSTP, there were several concerns relating to

the content to thedlfficulty teachers faced in transacting It and the difficulty students

and their parents faced in internalising the programme. For example, there was the
'process'versus'product'debate in HSTP that has been commented upon in fair detail
In the other sections of this report. HSTP<$ emphasis on the process part of the
learning

of science did cause discomfort even in schools where teachers were highly motivated

and children performed the experiments.They often complained about the overload
of experiments and the difficulty in taking the crucial step from observation and analysis

toconcept development.That bred a feeling of uncertainty.
While we did address these issues to some extent in the late 1990s

in

the revised Bal

Vaigyanik workbooks, It appears that we reacted a little late in the day.Somewhat like
closing the stable door after the horse has bolted! We can be considered guilty of

nurturing a perfectionist attitude

-

the uncharitable even say

we were arrogant. Or

worse still, 'conservative'!

The resentment of teachers and parents on the heavy emphasis on experiments had
been brewing from the early stages of the programme itself. We debated for too long
on the best way of dealing with this resentment. We also found ourselves drawn Into
attending to the field requirements of implementation. On the whole, precious time

was lost.The HSTP curriculum evolved from the kernel of the Nuffield programme in
the early 1 970s.The Nuffield experiment had moved on with the times to incorporate
many new ideas about science teaching that were coming into vogue. We began to
address issues such as a better balance between experiments and information only in
the late 1990s.

We need to think afresh about how curriculum evolves and the role of different people
in

the process. Is ft possible to create forums for curriculum development that include

all

stakeholders? Can we look forward to a process in which people build an increasing

commitment to the values of a

liberating education through dialogue, debate and
experiments? To a process in which knee jerk responses to 'opposition' and ad hoc
'compromises' are not the main paradigms in which stakeholders jostle with each

other? A creative, constructive path has to be built, with an open mind and a commitment
to values. On hindsight today, we find ourselves wanting in being open minded and
creative. On the other hand, we find the state failing badly in demonstrating its

commitment to the values and goals of education. How, indeed, could new paths be
expected to be built when even the standard, well-established norms of review and
evaluation went unheeded by the state!

Modus operand! of the new age state
The manner in which the Madhya Pradesh government executed the closure of HSTP
was particularly galling.There was no scope for informed debate, for examining the
pros and cons in a rational manner. Whatever norms were followed were more in form
than in substance, without the issues being examined in the$roper forums having the
required credibility and expertise.The government did not bother or even attempt to
set up these forums.

For example, it did review HSTP before closing it down, but the process by which it
conducted the review, the methodology it used and the conclusions it drew proved
entirely unconvincing to anyone who saw the outputs of the evaluation.The way data
was misused and misinterpreted turned the exercise into a farce. No amount of protest
and reaction could make the government feel apologetic.This conveys a disturbing
message that the state is above due process and can behave as arrogantly as a

'landlord' who wishes to evict his'tenant'.

Such language tells a tale, inadvertently revealing more than intended. That an elected
government can be a landlord is a contradiction in terms. It is a different language from
the time we were first welcomed by the government to experiment with innovative
programmes in its schools. We were partners and collaborators then and the government

was keen to introduce the new ideas to all the schools across the state.
The issue of due process is also linked to the issue of the use and misuse of data and the
government's use of institutions to serve its own purposes.The collector and minister
in-charge of Hoshangabad district played a crucial role in pushing through the DPC
resolution and bypassing the subsequent demand from several DPC members for a
revtew.The technique - used in both the Harda and Hoshangabad DPCs -was to withhold
crucial data and circulate tangential or incorrect information to present an unflattering

picture of HSTP. Even the chief minister publicly released incorrect data in a press
release to 'prove the failure' of HSTP.

The government then went on to publicise the DPC resolution as the 'democratic voice
of the people; since it claimed the DPC was a decentralised institution to transfer
power to the periphery.How true is this assertion?lf one looks at the composition of the
DPC we see it has many ex-officio members.The minister is its chairperson while the
collector is the secretary.This can

make It an instrument to extend the control of the

government to the periphery, since the DPC has considerable say in approving
development plans at the local level. So labelling the DPC resolution as a grassroots
reaction was a travesty of the reality.
This process of disinformation conveyed a disturbing message, underlining the highly
fragile character of collaborative strategies like HSTP. For us, the message was loud and

dear. While the support and permission of the government is a crucial input innovations

canrKftbernafnstteaniedinthelor^
require wide-based support among different sections of society if they are not to be
Whkh means greater interaction and Involvement ofVECs, PRIs and PTAs, not

derailed.

and student communities. These institutions require to develop a
deeper sense of ownership of innovative programmes that affect the lives of the
people they represent. It is useless talking of Introducing Innovations if allcomponents

just the teaching

ofthesystemdonottakeuptheownershlpandworkinharmo^
objectives.

A matter beyond education alone
was what led to one of the peculiar twists in the closure
was during the review period that we faced the interesting political
permutation of a Congress government Hi Madhya Pradesh and a Bharatiya Janata Party
led National Democratic Alliance government at the centre. The local BJP MLA was
able to stoke the fires of local dissent, which led to the Congress and BJP lending their
support to each other to close the chapter on HSTP.

The

issue of local dissent

episode.

It is

It

more than likely that this uncharacteristic alliance was motivated by the common

perception of both the parties that Eklavya was on the other side of the divide in the
development debate.The growing strength of an alternative voice in the region was

beginning to create a fair measure of discomfort in both camps.The state government
constantly accused us of criticising its internationally acclaimed initiatives in education,
like the EGS, at a time when it was particularly keen on proving its performance.
It must be noted that the local BJP MLA not only attacked our science and social science
textbooks but directly accused us of being in league with anti-state forces, which led to

MHRD being put on hold, pending a clarification from the state
government on the charges. (To put things in perspective, the flow of funds was initially
affected by the MHRD's decision to review its funding of NGOs, and the department
had even sent its expert observer to evaluate our work. Nothing is known about the
report given by the expert. In parallel, the complaint made by the Itarsi MLA to the
our funding from

MHRD further blocked the release of funds due to us.)
Beginning anew
So where does Eklavya see itself in the post-closure scenario? What are the new
challenges? What should be our response if there is, indeed, an unstated cut-off point
in collaborations with the state? Instead of ignoring the state and moving ahead on
one's own steam we need to explore newer forms of engagement with the state if we

wish to impact the government school system and integrate progressive practices Into
the mainstream curriculum.
That's important for two reasons. Firstly, privatisation cannot lead to untversalisation of

elementary education of reasonable quality because state-provided education is the
only way the under-privileged have access to education. So collaborating with the state
furthers the cause of social justice. It also ensures that the state does not abrogate its
responsibility towards achieving this egalitarian goal.Secondi&we must not forget that
the state continues to be a strict regulator of the private sector through Its control of

curriculum, textbooks and examinations. So interacting with the state impacts on the
private sector as well

However, state control of curriculunMextbooks -iu examinations needs to be challenged
the discourse on curricular objectives is to become more broad-based.The question

if

that needsto be acWressed is who should fo^
institutions

being Increasingly forced on the defensive by reactionary forces, the
is to reassert liberal democratic education. We need to ensure that

challenge today

norms and procedures for deciding on curricular issues are put in place. We would
otherwise slip into a situation where each government in power seeks to establish its
ideological agenda and leave Its imprint on state institutions.

There are countless efforts for educational change in the country stifling under the
constraint of policies for uniform textbooks and examinations. We need to build up this
alternative voice to critical size

by linking with other forums, so that we can demand

spaces for progressive ideas to flourish. It is only through such plurality that we combat
the limitations of state monopoly in education. Whittling down the space for plural

approaches, as was done in Madhya Pradesh, is the wrong choice.

To build up the ground conditions, we need to work with interested teachers, schools,
people's organisations, NGOs, etc to evolve progressive educational practices.Our work
with government teachers has shown that they are able to join hands with efforts to
radically improve the quality of education for the masses. Many teachers in our field
areas are still keen to use our textbooks and methodologies.

We also need Jo work towards making the processes of textbook development more
meaningful in the states. Many state governments are engaging in quick-fix exercises
of making new textbooks, without putting in place a system of in-house micro-level
experimentation and innovation to learn from. State institutions and their staff are not
adequately experienced and knowledgeable in performing such tasks. We have seen
that many times over.

We also need to evolve a more holistic curriculum covering the entire spectrum of
elementary education. Only then can we continue to positively critique state policies
for developing curriculum, textbooks, examinations and other aspects affecting the
quality of mass education.

We could also collaborate with existing examination boards to reform school education
and, in the longer run, even consider working towards creating an independent Board

of Education, comprising a wide range of interests, offering affiliation to schools that
are Interested in the vision

promoted by it. We feel Eklavya needs to take a proactive

role in such efforts.

We have also taken steps to promote cofrimurOtycerrtredeckicaticm programmes. For
example, our Shiksha Protsahan KendrasfSPKJcarneintoexistenceasagroup response
todearly voiced local needs ami evdvedwHh community partidpatton

Other such initiatives include our out-of-school programmes like balsamoohs, remedial

programmes to improve the reading and writing abilities and mathematical skills of
children In primary and middle schools, and ourwluntaryteacher/schc>oi development
programmes.
There are other Ideas as well. One is the idea of Eklavya opening its own schools or
supporting a chain of schools/There is also the suggestion that Eklavya moves towards
developing a formal teacher-training institute with its own courses and certification.

The canvas is vast and that's what poses the challenge. We have been addressing this
problem by resorting to professional help to guio^iis through a process of cwganisattonal

development and have also initiated in-house human resource development
programmes to reorient our person-power to the changed scenario. We have also
been struggling to cope with problems In accessing adequate funding, which has in
turn been affecting the availability of person-power for responding to the challenges
before us. Our salary structures have remained frozen for years so our organisation no
longer seems a very attractive career option for emerging talent or peopte with expertise
required by us. The process of strengthening the organisation for the future Is ongoing
and we are confident that we shall be able to provide new contributions to the immense
task of transforming the nature of education available to the children of our country.
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OBJECTIVES AND PERSPECTIVE OF HSTP (as they evolved)

The thirty years of HSTP can be divided

Phase

I

(1

972-77)-

1

6- school

into four distinct

phases

phase of evolving a science teaching programme

appropriate for rural areas.
II (1977-83): District-level expansion aimed
introducing the innovation in the school system

Phase
Phase

III

(1983-90): Seeding

further evolve the

in

new

districts,

dt

taking

evolving systems for

it

to

new

settings to
for further

package across regions and prepare the ground

spread of the innovation

Phase IV (1990 onwards): Building up towards mamstreaming the innovation
in Madhya Pradesh and spreading its innovative ideas beyond

Phase I: The objectives of HSTP during

this

phase were.

Science teaching for rural transformation. Kishore Bhaiati and Friend's
Rural Centre, the two initiating voluntary organisations, looked upon an inquiry
oriented environment based science teaching in schools as an important input
for social, economic and cultural transformation in rural areas It w<is believed

good and effective training during their early years in the method of
science would help children develop their inherent analytical powers, thoir
ability to formulate and observe problems, make logical analysis and draw
conclusions from their experiences.
that

Reforming school science teaching by:

Remoulding school science education to fulfill universally accepted
national goals and educational objectives. HSTP has attempted to
base science education on the principles of 'learning by discovery; 'learning
through activity' and 'learning from the environment 'in contrast to the
prevailing textbook centred 'learning by rote' method.
Perceiving innovation as an integrated whole. HSTP recognises that
an effective innovation must take into account all factors that affect the

teaching process in the classroom curricular innovation, teacher training,
kit fordoing experiments, examination system, school administration, extra
curricular inputs etc.

Innovating in the mainstream system. The HSTP model has been
evolved in government schools in rural and semi-urban areas in close
collaboration with and involvement of institutions of the Education

Department at the state and

district level.

Empowering teachers. The HSTP innovation

has involved the teachers

as participants in evolving the innovative package. Empowering teachers
academically,administratively and intellectually is an essential requisite
for effective reforms at the classroom level.

and research. The
HSTP group strongly believes that any effort to improve school education
needs the involvement and commitment of the best scientists, researchers
and academicians in the country.
Participation of institutions of higher education

Building working partnerships. HSTP is an ideal example of close and
complementary working of the Education Department and non-

governmental voluntary groups
the

in

fostering innovations

The foresight of

Madhya Pradesh government in this respect has been exemplary.

Phase II: Having successfully demonstrated the pilot phase of evolving A holistic scienceeducation in 1 6 schools, the objective of the second phase was .o evolve systems for
introducing innovations in school education at the district level.! his was done by tho
creation of three important functional units an Operational Group, a Resource Group
and an Academic Cell.
-

The Operational Group (OG) was given the responsibility for conducting
monthly meetings at the block level and regular school follow-up, providing
field-level support to middle school teachers and collecting feedback from
the classroom. It comprised selected higher secondary and high school
teachers, school inspectors (ADIS) and middle school headmasters

The Resource Group (RG) was

to

be drawn from human resources already

existing in universities, post-graduate colleges, Colleges of Education, teacher
training institutes and specialised institutes like the State Institute of Science

Education across the state.

The Academic Cell (AC) was envisaged

as a specially constituted group of a
few highly motivated individuals co-opted for full-time responsibility.
The district level experiment was formally launched in July 1978 in all the middle

schools of Hoshangabad

district.

Phase lllrThe focus of the third phase was to carry forward the objective of the second
phase of creating and disseminating systems from micro-level experiments to macrolevel. Eklavya a new non-government organisation was set up to do this.
The objectives of Eklavya included:
To carry out research and field testing of innovations in both formal and nonformal education at a micro level and to explore new directions to relate their
content and pedagogy to social change.
To further develop existing innovations, such as the environment-based inquiry

approach of HSTP.
To identify and create mechanisms and structures for translating micro-level
innovations into macro-level action programmes.

Phase IV: The major objectives of this phase, which focused on the consolidation of
the existing programme, were:
Resource group development by identifying new resource teachers, organising
special concept enrichment trainings and participation in curriculum
development, teacher training and evaluation exercises in HSTP as well as
other similar
Kit

programmes in other states.

replenishment by establishing a system of collecting a science fee

at

the

school level and permitting direct purchase at this level, Creating systems for
community involvement in improving school education.
Streamlining and sustaining academic back-up systems.
Revision of Bal Vaigyanik books

Social validation of the

in light of

the criticisms and feedback.

HSTP approach

Through evaluations and public advocacy.
Assimilation, expansion

and dissemination of the HSTP experience

Spreading and strengthening the programme by identifying the optimum
spread for intensive development.
Idea level dissemination through workshops and sharing of materials with
various groups. Collaborating with similar innovative programmes in school
science teaching in Madhya Pradesh and other states.

2. SALIENT

FEATURES OF WORK DONE BETWEEN 1 972-2002

HSTP has grown according to its evolving objectives and perspective during
development phases. Its areas of innovation and development include:
1)

its

four

Continuous development of innovative curricula and teaching-learning

materials: The BalVatgyanik text-cum-workbooks have gone through several revisions
based on feedback gained from teachers and students.The first revision was undertaken
afterthe district-level expansion and currently, the third revision

is

nearing completion.

Based on the enquiry-centred, discovery approach, each chapter has guiding questions,
guidelines for conducting experiments, observation or exploration through field trips,
recording and analysis of data and information, and guided disc ussion to arrive at a
conceptual understanding.

The last revision sought to address criticism that the books emphasise the 'process' of
science and de-emphasise the 'product' aspect of science. Interesting narratives related
to concepts have been introduced. The balanc attempted between product tind
process will be evaluated as feedback is generated

The conceptual structure of the curriculum is based on two principles. In Class 6, the
emphasis is on qualitative methods of study, with repeated use of group |r^g and
classification in different contexts Simultaneously.children are trained in measurements
and quantitative analytical tools like graphs This facilitates a shift to quantitative and
abstract concepts and model building by the end of Class 8
The books have a child-friendly conversational style. Common terms and nomenclature
and standard vocabulary is introduced gradually as per
needs. The layout has been designed to make it attractive to children.

familiar to children are preferred

The books are published by the Madhya Pradesh

State Textbook Corporation since

1978, after approval by the State Textbook Standing Committee.
2) Teacher training: A large majority of science teachers at the

elementary

level

had

not studied science beyond this stage and had no training in experimentation or relating
conceptual learning to it.They had poor mathematical abilities and lacked the confidence
to adopt discussion-based

pedagogy that encourages children to ask questions.

A three-week reorientation-cum-training which addresses these issues was developed
and 8. Teachers perform all the Sal Vaigyanik experiments and other
activities, analysing, discussing and reaching conclusions and the conceptual

for Class 6, 7

understanding expected.They also try to understand the social, philosophical, pedagogic

and subject-related aspects of HSTP through discussions.

They are trained in evaluation methods and formulating new questions for open-book
and practical examinations

Academic support at school level: Sin'.e a one-time training

is insufficient, systems
help resolve academic and other problems arising at the field level and
generate an atmosphere of continuing learning A process for collecting feedback and

3)

were

built to

facilitating

peer interaction was also

set in place

the HSTP system monthly meetings are organised at the block headquarter sangam
kendra.Teachers qather for a day to share their experiences arid discuss their problem*.
They are given refresher or enrichment lessons by resource teachers. A one-day
In

preparatory meeting of resource teams from vanous sangam kendras precedes the
monthly meetings.

A resource teat her
The

visits

tr-acher also wi ites a

an assigned school one e a month to offer academic support
feedback report Tho feodbcr. k collected is routed through tin

sanqam kendra to the Vigyan
An

in

house

bulletin,

Ikai

(Academic OH).

Hoshangabad

"!-" is a
Viqyan, <:

medium

for

communicating

with teachers on various developments, particuiat ly academic, within the programme.
It is also a forum for teachers to express themselves rind share their ideas and
experiences.
Similarly, Sandarbh, a bimonthly resource journal for teachers, carries articles on various
topics in science, social science
C hildi *>n are invited to

wr ite

and education.

in their questions

answering service They get individual
4)

and -xpenenc es to SdWdlinm. a question
by expetts from various fields
t

replies wntteri

Resource group building and mobilisation: HSTP has

bu'!t

up a resource group

consisting of about 200 trained middle Tnd secondary school tcaches and faculty
members from teacher training institutions, supported by a group of about 50 scientists,

and academicians from centres
IITs,National Institute of

The qroup

is

of research and education like Delhi University, Tlf-'R,
Immunology and post graduate colleges of Madhya Pradesh.

in developing the Bal Vuiuyiinik books and teachers' guides,
and resource persons, conducting foiJow-up and monthly meetings,

involved

training teacheis

preparing test papers for annual evaluations; prepar inq evaluation guidelines; answering
Sawaliram questions and conducting trainings, exposure workshops in other states.
5)

Reforming the examination system and evaluation: Since

skill

and attitude

development, problem solving capabilities and conceptual understanding are the major
educational goals of HSTR the evaluation system needs to reflect these priorities.
Examinations tend to determine what takes place in school, so t xammation reform is
an essential prerequisite for success in any innovation in science teaching.

The evaluation system focuses on
analytical and data-handling skills.

situation specific problem-solving,

measurement.

adopts an open-book approach in whic h children
are permitted to consult their Sal Vaigyiinn\ hooks and cl^ss note books.
It

The Class 8 Board examination has both a written and pi actual examination The ratio of
marks is 60 40 and students hove to score.- at least 25 percent in rath examination and
33 percent overall to n iss
is on open-ended questions pre-detrrmined marks and
standaids are not set The relative weiqhtage of maKs to inciiv'ici'ja! questions is
determined after a random sampling of answer script-. his ensures th.it the mar^s
allocated actually represent the variation .mioncj students ^hi^ methodology i, tl :-,o

Since the focus

"I

codified

in

the administrative manual written for the

6) Kit materials for schools:

HSfP h<^

programme

dispioveci the

(

ommonly

held 'nv^. that

experiment based science teaching rs too expensive fo a poor countiy like India. A
special science kit has been designed with inexpensive and commonly jvailable
materials selected scientific equipment and spec lally fabricated items A kit n t.miuil to
codify its procurement and management and a kit box containing the retimed
equipment and apparatus forconductinq experiments in a class of around -10 hildren
have been developed 1 he kit box, which enables children to perform all the- rvpi-riments
in the Ba! Vaigyanik books costs Rs 1,000 The initial cost of the science kit for ,n
average middle school of 120 students in three classes of 40 tvich is about Rs '>,f)(jOrit
current prices About 20 percent of the kit items need to be replaced every yt_ t
such
as consumables and as a result of breakage 7 he annual replenishment cost is about Rs
r
1,000. A science fee of ^0 paisa per child per month is collected and used for kit
c

if

replacement
7} Academic and administrative structures: HSTP has pioneered snnov-jlion^ in
academic and administrative struct uie c A decentralised structure has beer ctxlifieci in
an administrative manual, which has b^en approved and notified by the st.ite

government

The management and functioning of the school has oeen suitably modified Children
sit in groups of four rather than m the traditional rows facing the teacher. This hd*.
radically altered the classroom architecture.The change enhances group working, ^hildto-child interaction and sharing. It also permits the teacher to circulate among the
groups and act as a facilitator.
The school timetable has been adjusted by clubbing two periods together to give three
one- hour science classes per week rather than six half-hour periods. The headmaster
plays an important n

-le

in

solving such problems.

sangam kendras were constituted in higher
secondary schools to coordinate the evaluation, training, kit distribution and other
activities in each block The high school principal is in-charge of the kendra.
Block- level coordination centres

A

specially created

cell,

-

-

the Vigyan Ikai, in the office of the District Education Officer,

serves to coordinate similar activities at the district level.

A Sanchalan Samiti has been set up for state- level monitoring and coordination
under the chairpersonship of the Commissioner of Public Instruction.
enhance learning opportunities for children outside
the classroom, various extra -curncular interventions have also been put in place

8) Extra-curricular inputs: To

A monthly magazine for children, Chakmak, is published as well as booklets of
interesting activities that children can do by themselves.
All Eklavya centres run libraries for children and teachers. The
out to schools in the surrounding region by lending books.

libraries

reach

Various science popularisation activities like jathas, bal melas, exhibitions etc
are organised and children and teachers are encouraged to participate.

ThesepagesarenotjustaboutEklavya.Theyholdtogethermanyvoicesofpeopleasthey
striveand struggle, through their own work, and through their links with otherst to change
the meaning ofeducation in this country.

They wrote to the collector, chiefminister and his secretary, or even the president, demanding
a sound review and extension ofHSJP rather than its closure. These are some ofthose voices:

am deeply dismayed and angered to learn that the DPC of Hoshangabad has
recommended to the Government of Madhya Pradesh the closure ofthe Hoshangabad
I

Science Teaching Programme.

The

cynical

and negative view taken by DPC shows

a lack of understanding of the

processes of making meaningful education available to India's poorest.
In contrast to

the DPC's position, the NCERT's newly released curriculum framework
school levels must be developed around

recommends that science teaching for all
experiments and activities.
I

would like to extend my support and solidarity to Eklavya and other groups that are

striving to

improve the quality of education through programmes like the HSTRand

request thatyour government reject the frivolous recommendation ofthe Hoshangabad

DPC...

Doing so would send out the right message that yourgovemment takes the obligation
of providing Universal Quality Elementary Education seriously and is willing to put the
best interests ofthe children before anything else.

Srikanth Voorakaranam
a for Education (and others mentioned in the list at the end of this section)

this programme found afertile home in

Madhya Pradesh is a tribute to the
so. No programme is
Tor all time. If the process is right, the programme continues to develop.
that has nurtured

it,

and continues to do

am aware that very conservative or very lazy people may not like the discovery
may rwtbeenamoured of an approach
approach.1 can alsounderstand that some
that leads to questioning and helps tocreateatemperthatmightresist brainwashing.

1

pe^

If on the urging of such people one were to giveupatruly remarkable effort it would
be a great tragedy. Because of this program Madhya Pradesh Is seen as a Teacher.The
best of academics from the country have given of theirtime and effort since the time
the program started over 30 years ago. feel privileged that was one of those who
I

came inclose contact with rtOTanumte

I

Let the program foe evaluated as often as required, as has been done several times in

tt^ past. But aflowir^tobe kilted would beatren^ctoustosstoMadhya Pradesh an^

the country.Such efforts come only once or twice in a century.

Prof.

Yash Pal

Former Chairman, University GrantsCommisslon,
Former Director, Space Applications Research Centre, Ahmedabad

The commitment of the MP government to decentralisation is indeed praiseworthy,
butthlsisyetanotherinstancethatbringstotheforetheneedtocleartydemarcatethe
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bounds of what comes under the ambit of PRIs and what must remain the prerogative
of the state government and other academic institutions and'parastatal agencies. It is
also an occasion to discuss the role of social action and non-government civil society
interventions.

Clearly

It is

not even desirable to think of every village having

its

own curriculum or

textbooks.

A due process of consultation and scrutiny must precede the acceptance of curriculum,
textbooks and their revisions. Once this process has been completed, no body (elected
or otherwise) should have the powers to change this without following a well laid out
procedure.
This isof particular significance atthis time, when the scientific, secularand democratic

bases of education are under attack by the Hindutva forces. For a secular Congress
government such as yours, placing simple and transparent safeguards and procedures
in place-to prevent this from

happening is in a sense as important as the issue at hand.

Smrta Gupta, m/,/>/h/
Prabhat Patnaik, JNU, Delhi

Zoya Hassan, .M/,De/h/
MukulPrryadwshini,L$KC,De/h,
Jayati Ghosh, J^De/h/

Nandkil Sunder, JNU, Delhi
PftW^GQit Jim Roy? JNU, Delhi

Indira Chakravarthi, JNU, Delhi

^
toDSZ Delhi

,

1

am a scientist at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,Mumbai and have had

long association with the Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme (HSTP) since the
early seventies.

HSTP has faced these questions from the beginning: How to give a feeiing that science
something that can be done at middle school level and not just in higher education
or laboratories. How to do so with very small amount of money. How to do so in rural
schools/urban schools by motivating teachers, equipping them with new methods,
is

involving teachers in this development providing challenges as well as support. Please
believe me nothing of this sort is automatic. HSTP is the only programme of its kind,

which know in which the Madhya Pradesh Govt has been a partner right from the
I

beginning.
In most other programmes the innovation and development of methods of teaching
occurs in an institution which is separate from the school system. Homi Bhabha Science
Center of our institute is an excellent example of that approach. But because of its very

approach, HSTP has been able to draw upon a wide cross section of Scientific
Community from colleges, Universities and research institutions as well individuals of
rare talent. Everybody need not agree about a certain method and there should be
room for debate.) have sat through many debates about the method of HSTP. HSTP has

improved after every such debate. have participated in many teacher training
workshops. have come across many talented teachers who got their break during the
HSTP to express themselves and set up experiments with their own ideas.
I

I

Nothing is really perfect. If it were, we won't have to work. But do not just condemn a
thing just because it is not quite what we might imagine it should be. We would be
acting like a rich man who is fanciful and has no regard for what he has.
Brij

Mohan Arora

TIFR,Mumbai

am a doctoral student in science education at the Michigan State University, Lansing,
Michigan, USA, and have had the privilege of a long and close association with the
Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme. have had the privileg^pf observing some
I

I

science education reform efforts in the United States, and feel no heslfcttenin asserting
I

work done by the Hoshangabad Science Teaching Progran
science education in MP (and beyond) is comparable to the best edu

that the

the United States.

There is indeed much that the world can learn from this programme.

AJay Sharma
MichiganStateUniver5ity,Michigan,USA

We propose thatyoutakeadecision regarding the HSTP in the same spirit asyouwcMjId
decide <maproposal that we would be glad to submit to you: Disband the IAS, PCS, etc
etc-they have nothing tangible to show for the SOyears of their costly experiments on
the Indian puttie.

Atnit Misra

and Saman Habib

As someone who has relied on the counsel and inputs of the Eklavya team, consider
I

this decision to close down their projects as a gross loss to the development agenda of
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the state and the nation, in fact fn many ways their work complements your orientations

about and for development in the state: it is people-centred, it is grass-roots based and
it is democratic and transparent
I
appeal to you to consider evaluating the work and contributions of the HSTP and of
Eklavya with an open mind and to make possible a process in which the real recipients
of the programme can judge and decide on the continuity of the programme.

A. R. Vasavi
MAS, Bangalore July 14, 2002

\

shall

not contest the statistics that have led you to such a decision, t seek through this

letter to speak about an outlook that is very dearto

me.

I

am 38 years old now and have

bungled my way through, making mistakes at times and learning from them.

One thing have learnt is that the sky is not uniformly blue. Some parts are dark blue.
Some parts are light ...some even lighter. And all of this together makes up the sky.
I

The most worthwhile thing that have learnt is that each one of us is unique and each
one of us is special. And one of the most powerful things understand is the ability to
listen to a point of view that is not in accordance with our own and to extend the
courtsey that it has an equal right to exist.
I

I

J

have personally known some of the people who constitute the movement called

Ekfavya.f you feel that they are doing a bad job^letthemamtlnuecteJngitThedaythey
feel that they are not achieving what they set outtodo... they will stop on theirown.
^ not teaching

people wrong things.

>weareatittetn^ats<)bealitttecrttkalofEkla\^a..ithinktheyaretoo
science teaching ...though the magazine C/wj/cmafc is something I have iked
I

LlnmyopMc^ycKJshouWlrKistthan^
dtrielroffeiir^stotheteachJr^

HaJaMohanty

I

has Ekfavya pioneered many educational Innovations in your state, it has also
riration and dosecompantonshipfbr many othergroups around the

country.

urge you most earnestly to put any closure decision on hold and
B fora proper evaluation of the work.
I therefore,

Nikhil

Mohan

Pattanaik

*Srujanika', Bhubaneswar

(A society for innovation in science, education and development)

At a time when Science & Technology is recognised as an instrument of national
development and when the idea 'science is doing' has been popularised among children
by 'Eklavya', it is spiteful of the MP legislators to think of scrapping the HSTP. The reason
given for the de-recognitfon plan are flimsy.

D.

Balasubramanian and Usha Raman

Hyderabad

HSTP has been inspirational to many grassroots science movements all over the country.
As practising scientists, we view the HSTRand movements like it,as crucial to bringing
the nation into a

scientific age.

Sumati Surya
(and others mentioned in the list at the end ofthis section) March

17.

2002

Think before disastrous decision.

We

are an NGO from far away Gujarat writing this letter to you. We have had an
opportunity to visit and study the methods and working of HSTP extensively only in
September 2001 .The involvement of teachers was of high order and their ability to
motivate the pupils was most remarkable. We came away highly impressed by the

NGO

We

is already
are trying to emulate the programme in Gujarat. In fact one
HSTP..
active in the area and others like us are preparing ourselves to follow closely the model

programme is also taken up in
bad shape.The basic issues affecting the
teaching are hardly identified, let alone tackled. HSTP is miles ahead in this endeavor.
We do not believe that let alone Madhya Pradesh even the nation can afford the
closure of such a precious programme as HSTP.
of science teaching developed by the HSTP.

Maharashtra. Science teaching in India

is

...the similar

in a

We were in fact hoping to eventually persuade the Gujarat Government to adopt HSTP
InGujaratWewerealsoveryhopefulthatthisorsimHarpro^amrj
the Central Government ...

Dr Anil Patel
ARCH, Gujarat (and othersmentionedin thelistattheendofthiss*

spirit of HSTP has inspired many State Governments to modify their school
programmes. Many teachers, researchers and scientists have tirelessly worked to
develop, sustain and consolidate this effort. A programme like this needs more careful
attention and as the esteemed member of the Legislative Assembly has also suggested,
it needs to be spread over Madhya Pradesh as well as other states rather than be closed

The

down

in M.P. as well.

I

may

point out that in Rajasthan as well in Gujarat, concrete

beginnings have been made to make science teaching in the upper primary classes
better, keeping in mind the materials and the principles enunciated by the Hoshangabad
effort.

There are very few efforts in improving quality that have been sustained over a long
time and the Hoshangabad Science Teaching effort has been a source of inspiration for
everyone.

H.K.

Dewan

Secretary, Vktya Bhawan Society, Udaipur

The 93rd constitutional amendment makes education a basic right, but the quality of
education imparted in most of the country's schools remains poor and of little relevance
to the majority of enrolled students. In such a scenario the work of groups like Eklavya,
and experiments like HSTP, in improving school curriculum and teaching methods to
make learning a joyful, interesting and meaningful experiences very important These
attempts must be nurtured and supported so that they become models for the rest of
the nation to replicate.

Amarjit Singh
Padma Bhushan, Former Director, CEERI, Pilani

(HSTP) has given many of us interested in education a model to critique and emulate.
I
urge you to restart the program keeping in mind not only the tremendous benefits it
brings to the students, but also to any and all of us interested in the education of future
citizens of this country.

Nikhil

Anand

The way OPC acted reminds one of feudal days when the zamindars used
think this is a mockery of decentralisation and devolution of power.Tt

?ther DPC might say that they would not have Anganwadis, or some
aUow the use of anrwvfocentesisfor sex determination.

SwfhiiJoshl

HSTP from its inception in 1972 up to 1989, as one
of development workers at Kishore Bharati in Bankhedl. I would like to add

1 the development of the
|

i that this programme has been (and should continue to be) a positive
influence, both educationally and socially - particularly in the awakening
ofa'scientist'ln every child and teacher,lnthe valuegrven to questioning and to finding
\

)

practical answers locally, and in the equal respect given to every thoughtful person.

Dr MJra Sadgopal
M0SS, Tathapl Trust Pune

As a physicist can only emphasise that one cannot team science but by discovery and
experiment, one cannot learn science but in the absence of fear, one cannot teach
science wfthoutencouraging children to doubt and discover. All these things ate part of
I

Eklavya's philosophy.
It will be truly ironic and a
tragedy if the party of Jawaharlal Nehru, who embodied the
vision of scientific India, should close such an innovative science program.

Vikram Vyas
Associate, InternationaI Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy

The Ajit Foundation, Jaipur

This

would negate the good work of over 30 years, this would embolden the vested

interests into scuppering the well being of the masses by keeping them benighted, this
would subvert real decentralisation and sabotage the democratic institutions and
aspirations.
Is it

I.

devil's

K.

counsel that the MP govt.has chosen to abide by and accede to?

Shukla

ItTKanpur, February 25,2002

The very aim of education has to be viewed differently - It is no longer taken as
concerned primarily with the imparting of knowledge or the preparation of a finished
product. But with the awakening of curiosity, the development of proper interests,
attltudesandvaJues^ndthebuildingupofessentlalsklii^s
and capacity to think and judge for oneself. Without thisjt is noff
responsible citizen of democratic society.

Vasant M* Vadawal*
SM^AI^Vfcdbctaw^of^

sheer wonderment and disbelief that one learns that at the instan
and that toofbtn BJR your Government, which is reputed fort

it 4s in

Madhya Pradesh, should take it upon itself to ctosel
Programme and then too when the Congress is committed to advancing 5
whose very foundation is the Sctenttflc Method.
every village of

One need hardly apologise for the voluntary movements whose very roots are in our
freedom struggle in the form of Gandhiji's Rachnatmaka Karyakartas.One cannot but
emphasise that without free and fearless critical feedback no Democratic Government
can address itself to concerns and opinions even if they differ from one's own.lt is only
the Raj Purohits of RSS/ BJP who would think otherwise so as to blunt the processes of
modernisation, of democratic change.

UpendraTrivadi
Advisor(Ret$,DepartmntofSdence&Technology,GO1,NewDelhi

This move of yours

is

really trying to bring

credence to the general criticism 'that the

Congress and the BJP are the two sides of the same
getting similar letters from many others also.

coin'.

Hope

that

you must be

Seshan Sundararajan
February 24, 2002

To close

down

the HSTP program

is

to close the lasting hopes that well meaning

education can persist and prevail and provide VALUE to the students going through our

education system.

Amtt Rajc
Engineering ntrepreneur, Bhopal, India, February 21,2002

+
appeal to you to see that the programme continues to benefit students and also keeps
the state of Madhya Pradesh in the ferefront of educational innovation.
I

Prof, Nargis

Panchapaktsan, Prof. N. Panchapaktsan

Retired Professors. UnivefsityofDelhi

*
Many institutions am worried about the pWabtecond*tk>n of sdenceeducatton. HSTPis
aprogramnretosoh/ette procte^
alwaystakemoretime.
,

-pN(V AiAflui

jMaclfiuDWt S* Sliali

Sopittair^

indeed beyond the comprehension of the academic community familiar with this
programme why Madhya Pradesh would even contemplate losing one of fits most
It is

important assets.

hope you know that HSTP has not only acted as a foundation for several other Innovative
programmes developed by Eklavya but has also been a soufce of inspiration to a variety

I

of innovative interventions in education across the country .... It
incorporating HSTP into SSA that should be seriously considered.

Is

the proposal for

R.K.Agnlhotri
Department ofLinguistics, UniversityofDelhi

+
We have taken up a similar science teaching programme in Baroda District goveirnment
primary schools under a state level advisory committee of the Govt of Gujarat Our
experience has been very positive and we find that this makes a real positive difference
to children's science learning curve in the classroom, not to speak of the tremendous

excitement generated in otherwise staid classrooms.
This is the kind of programme that needs to be more and more introduced all over the

country not only in science but in maths and other subjects too.
doing so under sanction of the Govt of Gujarat.

MP Govt

needs to be proud of hosting

this kind of

And in fact we are

pioneering and revolutionary

programme.This is an extremely creative solution to making pedagogy interesting in
our under-funded and neglected education sector. As also making education a
fundamental right.

Chinu Srinfvasan
Secretary, SAHAJShishuMllap, Baroda, February 20, 2002

Work of HSTP has inspired several groups, schools and individuals
education meaningful for chlldren,HSTP textbooks are widely used as
in

numerous places in the country.

Amrita Patwardhan and Joe Athialy

Wfc strongly condemn the unjustified closure of the science education programme at

theschooisof Hoshangabad DistrtctMP. This wHI oniy give rise to unscientific ideas
arrisuperstfttonsinthis...c^
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sdenceandtechnology.
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One can't have a better ironic situation than this except perhaps in the TV soap show,
KAMJOR KAftl KAUN, which is based on the principle of elimination of the best. One
could see no better example of wrongdoing, tt is so stark and blatant that it would be
pointless to say anything

more than, for Nature's sake DONT DO IT.

Forgive me for being so pohnblank, for greater the wrong, greater is the pain it inflicts

on your conscience and greater is the anguish.

N.K.Dadhich
Sen/or Professor, /I/CM Pune February 25. 2002

We the scientists and educationists fromTata Institute of Fundamental Research,Mumbai
are deeply dismayed to team that the District Planning Committee of Hoshangabad has

recommended to the MP State Government the closure of the Hoshangabad Science
Teaching Programme (HSTP).

We have closely followed the evolution of HSTP - some of us have been associated
with the project since Its inception almost three decades ago. HSTP's activity-oriented
teaching methods, its relevance to the local environment and mass-based approach
have been highly appreciated by us as by many other professionals in the country and
outside.Given the generally low quality of education available in our schools today, the

HSTP curriculum stands out for its innovative, scientifically and educationally sound, as
well as highly practicable approach. HSTP's success in involving scientists and teachers
from all over the country has helped increase awareness among the intelligentsia of
the problems of basic science education.
Prof. G.V.

Sampathkumaran

T&a Institute ofFundamental Research,Mumbai
(andothers mentioned In thelistattheendofthissection)

The very feet that the state government has decided to terminate a programme and
syllabus which basically aims at inculcating scientific temoerament and secular values
in the minds of young children of deprived sections of
oljypciety primarily in the
S<^enceTeaching Programme has been running since 1972

been recognised by leading educationists and progressive

THeCWuiges upon the Madhya Pradesh government to repeal
in |he interests of the children and their future and
ol^^curanttemaiKlcomrnuf^lization.

... In any place wherever HSTP was being followed there were quite a good r
teachers who appreciated It. Even those teachers \A^ho were against it t
HSTP showed the right way of science teaching. They, ofcourse, also cited

J

shortcomings. What exactly were the shortcomings? They complained of t
teachers and smaller classrooms, never condemned the Balvalgyanlk. But t
accepted the fact that not just HSTP science, no subject can be taught ftJKrly in
prevailing school conditions.

Dr. Anita)

Kumar Das and Snigdha

Mitra

Lecturer,

CooehBerwr, WB

In 1 998,

we came across the books (Bat Vatgyanik) and methods developed by HSTP.

We started Implementing the programme, which proved to be a success. We found
that a significant amount of learning took place wlthlnashort time span.Tothe children,

subject of science became meaningful,enjoyable and participatory.

Gopa Dasgupta and Ruma

Pal

ScienceTeachersofAashirvadKoltota

We the members of the Indian scientific community are shocked and dismayed by the
recent decision of the

Government of Madhya Pradesh to close the 30-year-old

Hoshangabad ScienceTeaching Programme (HSTP).

HSTP Is widely acknowledged as the only macro-scale Initiative in the entire country
where children leam modem concepts of science through the method of Inquiry,
experimentation and analysis and relate their newly acquired knowledge to their own
environment Nowhere else in the country could the children approach the entire
science curriculum through the method of science, not even in the elite metropolitan
public schods.Thusin HSTP, the scientific community of India saw the hope for better
science education for the rest of the country/The decision ofthe stategovemment has

extinguished this hope*

The too>c extended by trtegcr^rnmenttr^auntfo^
whoteof the state is questionable, indeed, the successive governments of Madhya
T established the prindpte of plural and contextual^ teaming materials, as
by the NattoralPoltey on Education.

We express our anguish that this retrogressive decision of the government has undone
the gains made in education over the last three decades.

We f'irther urge upon the Chief Minister to involve the leading educationists and
scientists of the country to extend the principles of HSTP to the entire state of Madhya

Pradesh.
Prof. M.G.K. Marion
FRS,FormerMinisterofScience&Technology;SdentificAdvisortothePrimeMinister,^

Prof. C.N.R. Rao
FKS,President,JawahartalNehruCentreforAdvancedScientlficResearch;
Former Director, Indian Institute ofSciences, Bangalore

Prof.Yash Pal
Former Chairman, University Grants Commission; Former Director, Space Applications Research
Centre, Ahmedabad; ChairmanpfYash Pal Committee on School Education

Prof.ObaidSMdiqi
FRS,FormerDirector,NationalCentreforBiologicalSdences(Ta^^

Bangalore

Prof. Jayant Narlikar
Director, Inter University Centre for Astronomy

Prof. P.M.

& Astrophysics, Pune

Bhargava

Former Director & Professor Emeritus, Centre for CellularSe Molecular Biology, Hyderabad

Prof.D.Balasubramanian
Former Director, Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology;
Director ofResearch, LV.Prasad Eye Institute, Hyderabad

Prof.V.K.Gaur
Distinguished Professor, Indian Institute ofAstrophysics, Bangalore; Former Director, National Institute
ofGeophysical Research, Hyderabad;FormerSecretary,Deptt.ofOcean Development, Govt.ofIndia

Prof.

Ashok Jain

Emeritus Scientist, institute of Informatics & Communication, University of Delhi;

ForrmrDirector,NationallnstiWteofSclence&TechnologyDevelopmentStudies,Delhi

Prof.Matiar Enginear
Professor ofPhysics, Bose Institute, Kotkata

Prof. H.Y. Mohan Ram
Former Professor ofBotany, Delhi University;
Convenor, Science for School Children, Indian Science Congress Association

Prof.CR.Babu
PTO-V.C& Professor ofBotany,Deihi University;
Director, Centre for Management of'Degraded Ecosystems

ProfVSVanvia

iwas part of the three-person team that took tnefirstproposal for thisp
the Director of PubHc Instruction In March 1 972 and have been associated v
critical

development from then onwards until 1 982-83.

The Chief MWster announced in the Vk^^
of HSTP wltt be evaluated for extension to the entire
programme was Issued without any such evaluation!

State. The order to close

the

The educational bureaucracy of the State also must clarify as to what does it mean by
evaluattonofHSTp.Does it wish to evaluate the valWityof the bask ecHxatlonal principles
on which the programme is based? Incidentally, HSTP is built on the principles of
science education which are part of the 1986 national policy and accepted by
educationists all over the world. Does the State Government wish to challenge these
principles? Or does it wish to evaluate the implementation strategy adopted by HSTP?
The Government must clarify its stand
The State Government has recently constituted a State Advisory Board of Education
comprising eminent academicians such as Prof. Romila Thapar, Prof. Mushlrul Hasan,
Prof. Krishna Kumar and Prof. Gopal Guru and senior journalists like Shri N. Ram and Shri
Prabhash Joshi.The State Government had earlier Insisted that the NCERT's National
Curricular Framework should not be accepted unless approved by the Central Advisory
Board of Education. However, the same Government takes a major policy decision of
closing HSTP without even consulting SABE.

We expect that the

State

Government

will follow

the due process of democratic

functioning by withholding the implementation of Its order regarding the closure of
HSTP until It seeks the approval of SABE.

Anil Sadgopal
ProtesorofEducation.UniversityofDethi
Senior FeHow, Nehru Memorial Museum and Library
July 23.2002

We are a group of teachers from the University of Hyderabad. We have immense
appreciation for the Hoshangabad Science Teaching Program for It has been a people's

many teachers, scientists and academicians have parttcfpatedYears of
hard work has resulted in an excellent method of science education, rooted in the
f our country. It is our strong belief that HSTP is a unique achievement of
effort In which

landltstouidbeefKOUfagedtospreadfarar^
attonai institutions in Artdhra Pradesh have
Imrnense^.beneflted
sJhtetstrueofmanyotherstatesaswelL

,

'-jT

$~DurgaBh*varti
^Univeftity^Hyd^tfc^a^l

ntheUstatttxmdofthbsectton)

>,

,

Dear ShrlDJgvijay Singh,

We feeigi^tly concerned to hearthatthe Government of Madhya Pradesh haso^^
the closure of Ekiavya's Hoshangabad SdenceTeaching Programme (HSTP).Thls decision
unfortunate and surprising because HSTP was known all over the country and outside
as the only programme of Its kind Apart from its pedagogic character and efficiency,
is

what gave It a unique status was the fact that it was running within the state system, not
In some special schools. A large number of scientists and scholars from other disciplines
had associated themselves with it so the disappointment over its sudden closure Is
likely to be quite widespread.! us this move ts especially disappointing because we
were nominated to the State Advisory Board of Education (SABE) only a few weeks ago.
It would have been appropriate for the Government to discuss its decision with this
Board before implementing it. in this context, we would like to remind you of your
appreciable support for the demand that the National Curriculum Framework should
be discussed by the Central Advisory Board of Education (CABE) before it is enforced by
the NCERT. Correct procedure and transparency, you will agree,are the core of democratic
practice. As members of SABE, we request you to withhold the order, which seeks to
close down HSTP and to call an urgent meeting of this body to discuss this issue,

Romila Thapar
Mushirul Hasan
Copal Guru
Krishna Kumar
Members, State Advisory Board ofEducation (SABE).MP, Juty 23,2002

. . .

One may ask, are institutions of any kind outside the society, or a part of the society?

Which society is bereft of institutions? So what nonsense are these concentric circles,
where the society is some stratosphere, enveloping everything else. By this logic, any
educational institution, Governmental or non-governmental is cut off from the society.
So why not close them all, and leave society to escape through the ozone hole into the

heavens!

But wait a minute, GoMP has found the magical link between the society and schools the 73rd amendment As per the note, It is the management by panchayats. So everyone
go out no one is required anymore. But waft a minute -does the panchayat make and

decide the curriculum - not Does it decide on teaching-learning materials - no!! C
It decide on examination methodologies -no!H Who does all that- the SCERTa

NCERT,sittinglnBhopalandNewDelhi.Aretheycontroliedbythef

Not to my knowledge. So where do they sit in these concentric circles?
whathasbeen decentralized- the burden and responsibility of n
What remains centralized - the essence, the regulatory powers 1

oln4aikim,books,ex^^

I

So whem Is/was HSTP?Thereiinthedistrlctthe village, not just managing administration,
but creating curriculum, teaching learning materials with the local teachers and
community. Isn't that decentralization of curriculum and capacity building at
levels? Not according to the doctrine of concentric circles.
I

... We then have the other more disturbing theory in this secttonJhatthec
fsthe tancNord,and groups like Eklavya are tenants, occupying 'illegitimate' s
they grabbed fraudulently/That is not only a very serious charge and denun^ffifon of

Eklayya, but a very dangerous political theory. The

government in a democracy is
supposed to be the representative of the people, and the primacy is supposed of the
people and not of the representatives/The people have the right to make and change
the Government, of give space to the representatives for governance, and not viceversa. If this misplaced landlord-tenant theory is to be entertained even for a minute,
it is

the Government that is given space to be the tenant for a five-year period by the

society In a democracy

I

As citizens of this country who have a legitimate space to take the government they
GoMR Most children, parents and
teachers hate the textbooks and teaching methods they have been saddled with for
decades * these represent not the popular and democratic will, as GoMP would proclaim,
but the stagnation and lack of creativity in government agencies. Recognising its own
elect to task, many questions need to be posed to the

lirnftations,thegovemmentssougta
alternative texts, programmes etc to improve the quality of education, integration of

such learnings into the mainstream has been a process full of vagaries

-

with

some

encouraging results as with the primary school materials, and long years of continuing
status-quo as in theimiddle school programmes/The 'illegitimacy' that is being rubbed
Into Eklavya'sface by GoMP emanates much from the failure of government processes
to absorb new ideas and inputs, which basically requires political will.
Eklavya's programmes legitimately exist to influence and contribute to the process of
integration of good quality educational inputs into the mainstream.They painfully and

cKHgentry struggled to stay grounded in the rnainstream so as to legttlmateiy proclaim
that activity based teaming can be done not just in a few privately well managed
inspired sdxxils, but in the general run of tr^
tmJPerentpertbrmance.They existed to establish this teglttmacy.Thousands of people

and organisations in the ccnintry have seen the import and taken heart from

it Yes,

stoexercisediscitrtkwvthatt^
I

mandates and educational polides. Arst be^awse exe:isinj swrh

vested interests that is represented in any government in office becomes legitimate
and is cynicaily pronounced to represent the popular and democratic wilt.

Vinod Rain*
Chair,ArenoFeltow,Juty2003

The programme has been closed ostensibly by the DPC, Hoshangabad, but actually at
the instigation of the MP Government -.The closure has been applied on the basis of a
review done of the programme. find the review to be extremely obnoxious for a
I

number of reasons

...

it

hides more facts than

it

reveals

...

the analysis of data is biased

and aimed at proving a predetermined point ...The language is insulting, demeaning
and almost abusive and totally unsuitable for use in a government report ...
...
am prepared to take up any government school in Madhya Pradesh run by the
education department and prove that what the school imparts is not education
I

. . .

...

At another level however the report talks in terms of the Seventy third constitutional

amendment that has clearly passed on the management of elementary education to
local bodies and any external intervention needs to be with their concurrence. The
Government of Madhya Pradesh has been ahead of other states in realising the vision

of decentralised management of elementary education. It is these decentralised bodies
that have questioned Eklavya's curriculum

...

of all the poppycock I have ever heard or

read, this undoubtedly takes the cake. I can prove how wrong the statement is that the

education system is decentralised.

M.N. Buch
Chairman, National Centre for Human Settlements and Environment, Bhopal

August 6, 2002

Honourable Mr President

We are a small non-formal school in Tamaka, Hyderabad. From

1

969, we have been

working with socially and economically dlsadvantaged girls.
In our school, we have seen the pressing need to mteleaniinglntefesllnganderjoyable

for children/They are all first generation learners and it is Important thatthey understand

the concepts. Many of them are late starters.They work as domestic help half the day
and have very little time to learn. We try our best to see that whatever our girls learn,

they learn well. Learning lot of things by rote just wont do for us.

We are inspired by the Kurai: "Learn well what should be learnt. And t
learning." (Kural 391)

Towarcfc this, we use aH resources

avaH^

75

Middle and Primary class textbooks of Eklavya. They arefull of workable ideas of 'learning
by doing'. We have used Eklavya's Popular science books, Magazines and Educational
Toys (India Map, Cube, Climbing joker, Balancing doll etc) to enliven the Science lessons.

Our teachers have benefited by visits to HSTP training programs and by in
with Eklavya's resource persons.

We have envied

Eklavya, in

its

ability to

work with the Government and

beneficial changes in the school system. While carrying on with our work,

alone,

we

have drawn Inspiration from Eklavya's achievement of

cateri

educational needs of over one-lakh children. We believe that many
across the country have fruitfully adapted Eklavya's educational material.

Janaki Iyer
(and others mentioned in the list at the end of this section) August 8, 2002

DearOr.Kalam
First

of all, please accept my felicitations on your elevation to the highest office in the

country.l hope and trust that,under your leadership,educatk>n in Science andTechnoiogy

be given its rightful place in India. recall your remark while addressing a largely
undergraduate audience at the Physics Department of the University of Delhi in 1 996:
"I am primarily not addressing the front rows ... All my hopes are on the back rows
will

I

[students]

..."

would like to bring to your notice a disturbing development that has
HSTP was started, the idea of learning science by doing
experiments was novel, at least in India. Indeed, the whole paradigm based on
experiments, field trips, use of local resources, data collection and discussion was thought
to be impractical. By now, however, the principles on which the programme is based
In this context,

I

just taken place ...'When

are universally acknowledged as pedagogically sound. Indeed, phrases like 'childcentred', 'activity-based' and 'making use of local resources' are routinely found in
prefaces of NCERT textbooks. What is mlsslrtg in the mainstream curriculum is a package

which implements these ideas In a consistent and effective manner. From the outset,
HSTP has striven to provide such a package.

By an act of bureaucratic fiat, effective Jury 2002, the programme has been closed
down. Clearly the forces of status quo ante are at work here.

The survival of HSTP was a small light which gave courage to some who wished to be
Ignited, to borrow your pet phrase. With the dousing of this smalt but significant flame,
6 darkness grows in our hearts. I request your intervention in the matter in whatever

^you consider appropriate. I beMeve represent the view of a large academic
Vwhlch has been Involved with the programme at some time or the other.
I

P.S.

a

I

am also enclosing with this note the result of another effort, which attempts to do

HOSH ANGABAD in the University of Delhi.

I

wish to record that this was ignited by

yourtalk.

We have willy-nilly sustained the fire for some years, but with HSTP being blown away
the hope seems to become distant.
P.

K. Srivastava

July 26, 2002

The decision and the order smacks of high handedness.
In today's

context of moving to a knowledge based society, the concept of a faceless

uniform curriculum and teaching methods has no meaning whatsoever.

M.G.K.Menon
FRS,

Dr Vikram Sarabhai Distinguished Professor ofIndian Space Research Organisation. Delhi

We are

and parents in West Bengal
by the HSTP. The HSTP emphasis on a f
on leaming-by-discovery approach has helped promote in our students a joy c
as well as a sense of confidence as creators of knowledge. Bal Vaigy
activity based learning helps facilitate a strong understanding of scier,
a

group of teachers, educators,

scientists

who

actively use curricular materials generated

thereby providing the necessary foundation required for the curricull
high school level. The students take pleasure in collecting materials f

environment (and we've never found our children complaining about cofle

rtin

and then undertaking various experiments with these materials.

HSTP was the first programme in the country to create high-quality, child centered, and
contextually appropriate science curriculum for government schools in Madhya Pradesh.
It serves as an inspiration to all of us in our local endeavours to
bring about curriculum

reform

in

science teaching in the rest of the country. In its 28th year now, the HSTP
revise its materials and textbooks through continuous

programme continues to

feedback from teachers and students who appraise and review its work in thefield.Thls
revision of materials, which can only be part of an ongoing
is

essential to ensure that the

programme in the schools,
programme is responsive to the changing realities of

scienceteaching.

SujitSinha
Coordinator, Swanirvar, North 24 Paragnas, West Bengal
(andothersmentionedln the list at the end ofthis section)

^

For a state government, which came out clearly in opposition of the Saffronisation of
Education, this is actually a volte-face.
... the decision adds to a situation, where we are
witnessing the Government shifting its
focus from all public sector concerns bowing down sharply to the forces of Privatisation.

The HSTP closure is clearly a withdrawal of quality input from Public Education in the
state of MP.

However, what is most worrying and truly condemnable is the most undemocratic
manner in which the decision has come about. Surely, a thirty-year-old much acclaimed,
progressively expanded continuous Programme mandated a rational process of dialogue
and deliberation for any decision concerning changes In it.The absence of a Proper
Review or Public Feedback and that of proper Dialogue with Eklavya, the critical input
agency for HSTP, combined with the varying set of arguments and stands from various
quarters of the Government, put forth the decision as lacking in both a rational base and

public will.

Medha Patkar
Narmada BachaoAndolan
(andothersmentionedinthelistattheendofthissection)

Both the Hoshangabad Program and Eklavya, have been personally acquainted with,
and it is shocking that it is being discontinued/The science models of teaching made at
Eklavya were bought and brought to use at the Bombay International School when
was Principal there (1 992-1 998).
I

t

Gomathy VenkaUswar
Malpi International School, Panauti, Nepal

I

have personally witnessed the working of HSTP and the high

level of commitment

that the resource group generates in government school-teachers on several occasions.

..The techniques of classroom organisation and the use of locally available materials
and above all, the encouragement of participation and discovery in the
have been outstanding.These are people who are serious i
science, and serious about quality education for all. Wir
send very disheartening messages to education!:
communittesThlseducatlon has been an object
the whole country has been looking to MP to
:

Minister, do not disappoint us.

Vasantha Surya

ManypeoplewroteqgaintotheChiefMinisterandhisSecretaryt respondtngtotheissues
raised in Preview done by the government and also made efforts to mediate and press
fora resolution of the crisis.

report is oddly and sadly missing the point.

the current students benefit by dropping the Hoshangabad Science
iramme and replacing the Eklavya curriculum and textbooks by the
ilum and textbooks?

Will

What you are trying to do with these 'statistics' is like showing data that people who
wear white shirts also eat more chilli, and then claiming that eating chilli causes people
to wear white shirts. In order to do a correct statistical analysis, given the number of
variables, you need to do a multivariate analysis and you need more data and data of a
different kind.

You yourself are saying that there are positive aspects of HSTP which should be adopted
state-wide. So this means that you have also found the HSTP experiment to be useful in
generating new teaching methods.

The only way to find out what works best is to keep experimenting.
You say that "nowhere in the country is there a practice of adopting an alternative
package for any one district when students are required to qualify in a common
evaluation system." This is not true. Here in Chandigarh, public schools have been told
by CBSE that they are free to adopt any syllabus, any curriculum, and any set of textbooks
they like up until Class VIII. In fact, they have been told that CBSE does not even have a
syllabus for these classes. know even the public schools in Madhya Pradesh have
considerable freedom in deciding their own curriculum and textbooks, if this works for
public schools (as you know public school students do not fare worse than government
school students by any assessment), why not let it also work for government schools?
I

In the public

school in which work (one of the best in Chandigarh), we have searched
I

methods and textbooks. We are now using several of the textbooks
and many of the teaching ideas and methods developed by Eklavya, because, after
careful research and analysis we found that they are the best available. We have been
very happy with the results, as measured by student response, as well as by praise from
teachers and parents.

for the best teaching

Our students have faced no difficulty in migrating to other schools after using sucj^
books and methods. In fact a number of students have gone on $p boarding s
other private schools, which came to know about these methods through the s
and are so impressed with the feedback from the students that they have e
interest in adopting the same methods and books.

One last point: There should be no need for blatant ties in order to support your point
It is a lie that "there has not been a single request from the people of
Hoshangabad against the government's decision." Even here in Chandigarh have
seen the printed words of Hoshangabad students, teachers, and parents, and heard

of view.

I

theirvolcesonTV.

Karen Haydock
a biophysidst by training, illustrator, educator, Chandigarh.

ShrlDigvijay Singh ji,
difficult for me to accept your decision without sadness and disappointment Let
me try to explain the reason for these feelings.
It is

What you call the mainstream system of education is precisely what one set out to
change a little over 30 years ago. Little children loaded with books and deprived of
comprehension and joy of learning is a state that should not continue ... A lot is
supposedly learnt and little is absorbed and made fertile. The examinations,
distinguish between children who
including the C8SE and the State Boards
have scored 97% marks from those who get 98% or 96%! There is a madness on
the part of parents, students and teachers to 'train' children like race horses to get
. . .

.

one or two

percent. This pleases the enormously lucrative industry of
coaching in which a large fraction of the teachers from schools are
also involved. It is not unusual for well-to-do parents to spend almost 1 iakh on the
tuition of a child in some metropolitan cities. All this is socially discriminating to a
high degree. Students are under high pressure, toan extent that the joy of acquiring
that last

tuitions and

knowledge is often extinguished.The stress levels reach a point where children
sufferfrom cortexial eliminations.
I, along with many friends, had hoped that the Hoshangabad program was
proceeding in a direction where we might begin addressing this problem. doj
want to go into the history of how we came to be that way. have to <
my hope was to work in an area where a degree of freedom is
Intention was not to prepare athletes competing for gold medals In the |
hurdle race of the Board examinations/Therefore the fact that the c
out of the program have been able to cope with what is done
coming at the end or coming up front is quite satisfying.
I

I

I

To me the most important component of evaluation is the number of questions
children ask in the class and how free they feel. Such a process evaluation would
tell us whether we have been proceeding in the right direction.
...

Education has to be contextuallsed to make the knowledge one's own.Thls Is

the element that the HSTP tried to introduce. By all means evaluate whetherthere

has been any measurable .success

In this

area and compare

it

with other

environments of education.

Whichever state have visited people have told me of what they have learnt from
this effort. Not just independent teachers and educators but also many young
came back from Bombay yesterday. was
people working in various SCERTs
surrounded by such people fromUFR, Horn! Bhabha Centre for Science Education,
the IIT,and the Bombay University, showing concern about what might happen.
I

. . , I

I

Having said all this do not suggest that no change or changed way of working should
of.
have a feeling that your mind has also worked in that direction.
I

be thought

I

Unfortunately some of the comments from an administrative committee have been
it in detail with anyone, but can envisage that the

rather wooden. have not discussed

I

I

State Council for Educational Research andTraining could work closely with Eklavya and

ultimately take over much of the responsibility for training without changing the basic
which are essentially sound. If some sort of stay could be granted and a

principles

process of exploration of a varied and alternative method of cooperation could be
explored it would be all to the good of education in the State not only the State but
also the rest of India. would like to see the work of Eklavya as a beginning to help
transform the whole of our education. Believe me it is required.
I

Prof Yash Pal
Juty31,2002

DearMrGopalakrishnan,
At the outset, would like to convey my sincere appreciation of the fact that you have
I

taken the time and initiative to give your viewpoint on an issue that has been causing
a great deal of anguish in the NRI academic and scientific communlty.lt Is this openness
on the part of your govt that gives me the hope that a genuine effort would be made
to reconcile the differences in perception and get a re-instatement of HSTP.

Going through the document, could not help but notice several
be difficult to stand scrutiny (I am an engineer by t
I

ii

that would

I IT and
following up with a doctorate here, besides k
of school pedagogy. believe! am reasonably competent to

through

I

comment^

with some objectlvity),These are in addition to what Eklavya has a
previously:
If pass
percentage in Class X isa strong index for measuring performance, the govt
curriculum and education departments should be shut down in alt the 25 districts
that rank below Hoshangabad because the state education dept should be held

accountable to the same standards that it expects of HSTP. These have had the
benefit of being implemented for 50 years, much more than HSTP!
If HSTP is to be blamed for not submitting a self-review to the
govt in 30 years, by the
same token, the fact that the govt has not asked HSTP for such a report shows its

totally callous attititude towards the program.

Regarding HSTP's complaint about one or two 40 minute periods not being sufficient,
the note says since Eklavya implemented the curriculum they had all the flexibility
to reschedule it as needed.This is true only if Eklavya

had control over ALL subjects

and time slots. take it that this is not the case.
I

83'

The govt objects to a comparison at the Class VIII exam because the system of
exams of the Govt (close book) vs Eklavya (open book) are different. Eklavya is within
its rights to object to a comparison at the Class X level on exactly the same grounds.
The note mentions that 69.32% of HSTP students scored less than 50% in science.
it to imply that 31 .68% scored OVER 50% in science. This number compares
very favorably with even the data of top districts that was listed in the table (only
I

take

difference

is - it is

slightly

lower at 50% marks instead of 60% marks, but isn't that

difference insignificant?)
I

believe the comparison to obscurantist take-over of schools in Goa

is

far-fetched.

Eliminating HSTP intervention from schools is like throwing the baby out with the
bath tub. If the Govt of MP cannot or does not want to make a distinction between

obscurantist ideology and what Eklavya stands for, its credibility in being seen as a
progressive govt takes a hit.

More data should be considered for analysis.This should include figures for multiple
and other indices (again, the precise indices can be specified by an expert
committee). If the performance of Hoshangabad is so dismal on the indices you
years,

mention, shouldn't the district administration be thefirst to be fired for incompetence

and negligence?
I

really

appreciate the efforts of the

MP govt at decentralization. This is really the

need of the hour. However, it makes sense for the elected Gram Panchayats to be
given the powers instead of DPC (which as far as understand Is not an elected local
I

body).
find it interesting that terms like illegal occupation, tenant-owner relationship that
are liberally used throughout the note are not used in the context of other similar
programs like DPEP. Why is it that the image that is projected is different as far as
I

funding agencies are concerned?

Srikanth Voorakaranam
July 15, 2002

have known HSTP from Its very inception; have visited several schools, sat through
several hours of classes. I was greatly excited and inspired by it and so persuaded my

I

teacher colleagues In KSSP to visit Eklavya for their summer training programme. It is

based on the HSTP experience of EWavya and with theirhelp that Kerala State developed
new curriculum and textbooks during 1 996-98.They are the best ones ever prepared

its

in

Kerafa.Though a section of citizens and teachers voiced venomous criticism, those

genuinely Interested in the education of the community realty appreciated them.The
old curriculum was discriminatory against the disadvantaged.They have seen the benefit
of the

new one.The illiteracy level within schools has come down considerably. The

average achievement level especially the achievement profile within each classroom
has improved considerably. The cognitive, psychomotor and affective achievement

levels

were much better when compared to the

earlier curriculum.

The

'guide'

manufacturers and those who live upon the anxiety of parents were angry. Naturally so.

The newly elected government agreed to go back to the older ones. But to justify that
decision, they appointed several evaluation committees, who could not find

any valid

reason for the change to old books. With marginal changes they are therefore continuing

the programme. Yes, the Kerala State government has accepted and adopted the theory

and practice of HSTP, not only for science but also for
Class 1 to 10.
It is

under these circumstances that

I

felt like

all

subjects, and that too from

responding to the note.

It

says that the

government of Madhya Pradesh has decided to close down HSTP in the entire state.
cannot agree with the academic justification given for such a decision. If it is a political
decision, as it seems to be, don't have anything to say about it, except that it is sad. By
stating that HSTP has failed both theoretically and practically and thatthe older system
is better, have to understand that the GoMP has accepted the 'Banking' concept of
education, rote learning and memory tests, as the means of education. cannot agree
with that. The 1 0trr standard tests do not look for achievements in psychomotor and
affective domains. Even in the cognitive domain, too much importance is given
to^
memory and recall.The HSTP was formulated particularly to question this.To e
HSTP on the basis of memory tests is, therefore, profoundly unscientific.
I

I

I

I

HSTP came into existence because the then government thought that the
learning system is rotten.They had faith in the educationists and academicians^
with Eklavya and HSTP.
in Kerala were envious of the teachers in MP, t

We

very high level of training they got each year from Eklavya. Mo SCERT c
country could have given this quality training. If the present GoMP i
Eklavya there could be political reasons to itThe GoMP have every rlghtt^lake political
decisions. But to give an academic reason will invite criticism, as

I

am doing now.

GoMP can, if it wishes, dissolve the partnership it has entered into with Eklavya, due to
reasons of 'incompatibility'. But if It questions the academic validity of the HSTP, we
from Kerala and many other states too wilt have to join the issue.

"

note, unfortunately, does not stop at education.lt has propounded a theory
i,

'f

civil

a theory of landlord-tenant relationship and a theory of Illegitimacy

society.This is rather unfortunate. What can

be inferred from the GoMP note is

this:

1.

The MP government considers the government including local self governments
to be sovereign and NOT the people, that government is the LANDLORD and people
and their organisations are TEN ANTS .This is absurd. It is the other way round/The
people make governments and they can unmake them. The power of people is
natural and not statutory. The ministers, MPs, MLAs etc are what they are at the
pleasure of the people. The erstwhile Government of Kerala while launching the
People's Plan Campaign, spared no pains to drive home to the elected
representatives the point that power to the people does NOT mean power to the
elected representatives - the panchayat presidents or ministers, but to the people to individual citizens, to neighbourhood groups, to gram sabhas and other civil
society formations.

Digvijay Singh's status

seems lowered due to this Jehad against civil society and

NGOs.
2.

The MP government

is

Elementary education

is

ready to decentralise but not to democratize.

the responsibility of the local government. Does it mean

only district government? Is DPC the district government? What are the powers of
the elected members and district panchayat president? Are they UNDER the Minister
In-charge?

If

so,

what sort of decentralization is it? From outside had felt that MP
I

has gone much ahead of Kerala in decentralization. But it seems to be illusory. No,
or very little funds are given. No powers are given. State government and line

departments still reign supreme.

and then deny the right of the
by calling their institutions 'illegitimate tenants'
seems to be double play. Those two principles - the sovereignty of government
over people and decentralization without democracy - are two most pernicious
principles. The People's Science Movement, including the KSSP, and have been
fighting against this philosophy for the past 40 years. Very few political parties
To provide 'right to recall'and
civil

'right to information'

society, to exercise that right

I

definitely

not the communists, the socialists, nor the Congress -

will

take such a

theoretical position. I wonder how Shri Digvijay Singh and his colleagues could take

such a stand.

Maybe, have understood the note in a distorted manner.
I

M.P.Parameswaran
KSSP, Trivandrum,Juty26,2002

I

am ready to be corrected.

Respected Shri Gopalakrishnan,
in, providing the background 'facts', omits the fact that Eklavya came into
existence and worked closely with the MP government. Because of this long history, an
observer like me is perplexed to see how the very organisation whose evoiution had

The note

the involvement of the MP government (along with other central and federal
government bodies), becomes an alien object of scrutiny.

MP Government seems to have completely failed in appreciating the fact that Eklavya
through the MSTP program chose to work in the government school, not because it was
lazy, as per the government's baseless allegation, but because they did not want to
create another small island of their own. Of course there is nothing wrong in starting a
separate school and fortunately there are several organisations in our country who are
running schools, different than the mainstream schools. But would you not agree that
rather than such Innovative methods and quality education being restricted to a small

number of schools and children, we would

like

it

to be accessible

and

available for

every child who enters school? Rather than appreciating this, for the government to
question Ekiavya's (or any other organisation's) right to work towards improving the
quality of education

is

simply incomprehensible.

MP government trying to suggest that government schools and millions of children
who attend these schools is a kind of property of the government and everyone else
Is

(including educationists,scientists, teachers these are the ones who constitute Ekiavya's

HSTP program), kindly stay out of it???

Amrita Patwardhan
July 25,2002

Dear Mr Gopalakrishnan,

am, inter alia, an MSc in Nuclear and
and BSc (Physics Hons) from IIT Kharagpur,and actively try to keep up
with the developments in the field to the extent possible. have also been a National
Science Talent scholar earlier for what it is worth.
First

of all

my credentials for speaking on this.

I

Particle Physics

I

We have found that the HSTP methodology is a very good way of teaching science. We
also find that this attitude of enquiry-and the objective of promoting the joy of finding

out things as well as dirtying our hands to do science - missing from the regular textbooks
of most textbook Boards (maybe Kerala govt and Lok Jumbish are exceptions but then
they seem to have been inspired by HSTP) and even in those of the soolled elite
schools of this country. You also will find this missing In the pedagogy of 5

engineering colleges and high flying institutes oftechnoiogy.lt is little v
brightest brains are good at rote learning and mechanical problem s
at solving, say, differential equations and compHcated problems of a

r

new disciplinesJhe few good scientists we have produced is
the education system not because of it.
not necessarily produce great child/adult innovators (welt this
still

tested) but certainly it creates a better atmosphere of quest and

out things for a child than most science teaching in govt and private

You make some comparison about marks,etc of students who have gone through HSTP
and others. Apart from the doubtful nature of the conclusions drawn, as an education
innovator (I understand you were one of the two IAS officers behind the Education
Guarantee scheme of MP Govt) you ought to know that marks in any exam do not
mean much. There is no exam system which can claim to be an efficient let atone

competent including as you should know the IAS/IFS. Even
President Kalam got a second class in his undergraduate degree and one can go on and
give several examples like the physicist Maxwell, Newton, etc. Of course you can give
foolproof, filter of the

contrary examples which only means that the underlying causal relation that one
wants to establish between marks and 'worldly' success thereafter, does not hold
either which way.

You have also made some comments as to why does not Eklavya open and 'experiment'
in its own schools and why in Govt schools, etcJhe point is that it is easy for Eklavya and
other such NGOs to open its own schools and trumpet its success. And then they will
get some international award for this and the govt will then want to 'replicate' it in its

own system and of course the Eklavya experiment hitherto tried

in Its 'own' schools

would have a high probability of failing. This happens over and over again with NGO
innovations in every sector.

So why not give space - after all it is public space and we are working for improvements
in

the public domain anyway - to R & D or action research.

In fact governments all

over need to make space for competent and committed people.

Any innovation if it succeeds in the government system - to make things succeed in
the governmental space is the biggest management and intellectual challenge of our
room for a
times - is more likely to work in other spaces than vice versa. Surely
thesis
thousand innovative flowers to bloom in the schools of the government
not think that the government has all the answers and that the f
system, and especially the science and social science education, tfl
government has reached such a stage of perfection that we do not nee
I

altering

it

at all.

Chinu Srinivasan
Secretary,SAHAJShishuMilap,Baroda

DearChief Minister,

Many of my friends from Maharashtra and

I

myself, Interested In the field of Science

Education have been closely observing and appreciating the various activities of Eklavya
since 1990.

a Scientist. have been teaching Science at both
I, Dr (Ms) Suhas Kolhekar,am trained as
school and post-graduate level after a long experience of research in the field of
Molecular Biology in the USA. am also a member of the Founder group of an
I

I

experimental school Aksharnandan, Pune, Maharashtra. would like to extend my
cooperation and expertise as a Science Educator for a more detailed review of the HSTP.
I

I

hope that your government will take up such a review before enforcing the decision

of closure of HSTP.
In

addition to the Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme,Eklavya has Bal Melas,

Sawaliram, Chakmak and a large number of publications including Khushi-Khushi, Bal

Vaigyanikand Sandarbha. All these have been very useful and inspiring to us all working
with children all over the country.They are being used widely in Maharashtra for many
years. Since last year or two a group in Pune, Maharashtra has started publishing Sandarbha
in

Marathi in collaboration with Eklavya.

The best outcome of the HSTP is the group of teachers trained
participated in one of the Resource Teachers Training Programn
amazed by the confidence with which the teachers were ready

I

1

joining teachers (with or without earlier degree in Science).This gri
teachers from HSTP now available as best trainers should suffice as t

not only to continue the HSTP and extend it to other districts of MP, but to?

honour Eklavya at National level.

would like to suggest that in fact the MP Govt. should recommend that HSTP be
adopted by the Center's Education and Human Resource Development Department as
I

a

model for other states.

Last but the most crucial point is the most feudal 'landlord-tenant relationship model'

mentioned

in the note circulated by your secretary. This type of logic
undemocratic and needs to be condemned very strongly.

is

most

The citizens groups engaged in the various social and creative activities cannot be
thrown out at the whim and fancy of any government.This issue therefore needs to be
and would definitely be brought up for a wider discussion with various groups in areas
other than education, such as Health, Women's Rights etc.
high time that the Govt realises that many people's initiatives have been doing very
important work of research and development in vital areas like Health and Education.

It is

Dr Suhas Kolhekar
Pune July

17,

2002

Dear Mr. Digvijay Singh,
. .

.It is

reply.

disappointing and somewhat confusing that you don't mention SABE in your
As members nominated by you to this body, we would like to make the following

comments on the issues you have raised.
1

.

In our view, the Government's move to designate the HSTP textbooks as
supplementary materials tantamount to the closure of this programme. In our
system, children are greatly burdened by the amount of routine work they are
expected to do at school and at home; it is hard to imagine how anyone in
Hoshangabad would have time for supplementary textbooks.

2 The statistics presented by the Government to support its move to close down the
.

HSTP are much too perfunctory to convince anyone that they constitute the reason
behind the closure. Also, if the outcome of HSTP after three decades is as poor as
the government is making it out ot be, it makes little sense to retain the HSTP
textbooks as supplementary material and to invite Eklavya to assist the Government
in disseminating the good aspects of HSTP across the state. Rumours reaching us
suggest that the real reasons for the closure of HSTP are of a political nature. Kindly
let

3.

us

know if this perception has any truth.

You have made the point that democratic decentralization of decision making has
guided the Government in this matter. If the programme is being closed in
Hoshangabad because the District Planning Committee has passed a resolution to
that effect, we would like to know why it cannot be continued in the 1 3 other
districts where no local decision to close it had been mooted.

4.

Your point about the need to have a single textbook across the state makes us
this conventional policy is reconciliable with the model of

wonder how

decentralization you support. Indeed, all major comissions of enquiry into education

have recommended autonomy for schools in the choice of textbooks. Assuming
that the MP Government now wants to reinstate a centralized

model of textbook

can prescribe the HSTP textbooks everywhere, considering that
these textbooks are superior - both in terms of the content and the pedagogy they
prescription,

(are)
5.

it

based on - to the state textbooks.

We feel that this entire controversy ought to be discussed by SABE which you
have taken the initiative to set up as an official forum for shaping t
education. A rational debate on HSTP under the auspices c
necessary in view of the national-level attempts being r
an organized instrument of indoctrination. ...

RomilaThapar
Mushirul Hasan

Copal Guru
Krishna

Kumar

August 14, 2002
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A Note on the State Government's Decision to Cose the Hoshangabad Science
Teaching Programme (HSTP) significant policy and political
(For the attention of Smt Sonia Gandhi)
-

Policy of Uniform Textbook and Evaluation

issues.

System in the State

Almost as an afterthought, the Government started claiming that only one textbook
and evaluation system should be used in the entire State.Clearly,the Government has
suddenly adopted this new policy posture since the DPEP being conducted by the Rajiv
Gandhi PrathmikShiksha Mission has followed the policy of contextual Ised learning
materials and, therefore, encouraged the use of plural textbooks. This is also in
consonance with the National Policy on Education, 1 986 and the recommendations of
the Yash Pal Committee (1 993) on learning Without Burden'.
Even

if

the Government wished to follow the negative policy of uniform textbooks,

may one ask as to why did the Government not decide to mainstream HSTP science
workbooks along with the holistic HSTP curriculum and pedagogy? By enforcing the
conventional NCERT-SCERT science textbooks in the hitherto HSTP schools, the
Government has given the retrogressive signal that it prefers rote-based learning over
the inquiry-oriented, experiment-based and environment-related curriculum of HSTP.

The Question of Extension of HSTP to the Entire State

The Government has claimed that the question of extension of HSTP to the entire State
is

under its consideration.

Why did it then close the programme where it was already institutionalized? It would
have made immense sense to continue HSTP while it was being academically reviewed

by external experts.
Also, the Government would have benefited by keeping the HSTP laboratory alive in
order to use it as a demonstration-cum-training ground for other districts during the
phase of state-wide expansion of HSTP.

Maybe the Government is not really serious about its promise and that is why it does
not really care whether a live field laboratory exists or not!
Educationally Unsound Strategy

a universal practice that whenever a new set of textbooks is to be introduced, it is
Introduced in the lowest grade of the concerned level (i.e. primary, upper primary,
or senior secondary), followed by the introduction of the textbook for the
f
i each successive years. NCERT/CBSE also follow this practice.

It is

B

Government was in such haste to close HSTP that it stopped the use
5

in all the three grades of the

middle school simultaneously.

Curricular and

Pedagogic Conflict

The July order to close the programme states that the conventional NCERT-SCERT
science textbook used in the State will be compulsory in the hitherto HSTP schools but
the HSTP workbook may be used as a supplementary material.The Government seems
to be educationally confused. It does not apparently know the difference between
curriculum, pedagogy and textbook/The NCERT-SCERT textbook represents a curricular
and pedagogic view that is distinct from the one represented by the HSTP workbook
(HSTP does not have any textbook!). Even the HSTP's curricular objectives in science
education are in conflict with those of NCERT/SCERT's operating objectives (though the

may not be in conflict). In this sense, the Government order
seems to be saying that two conflicting curricula and pedagogies may be used in a
classroom simultaneously, one of which would be compulsory and another
supplementary! Does it make any educational sense at all?
declared policy objectives

Anil

Sadgopal

Dear Chief Minister,
I

am happy to leam from Shri Gopalakrishnan that the State Government is now integrating

the positive aspects of the Eklavya experience into the State Education System
suggest the following for your kind consideration.
1

.

A Committee may be

set

up under SCERT

...

I

for reviewing science education

throughout the State and for developing a strategy for mainstreaming the HSTP
experience and expertise. Appropriate members of HSTP could be included in
such a Committee.
2.

It would be useful to set up another group to go into social studies in order to
examine the social relevance of the curriculum. Here again, it would be useful to

associate Eklavya.
3.

The above Committees should not only examine curriculum and pedagogic
principles but more importantly the implementation strategies, since
Implementation and not conceptualisation is often the bottleneck.
all this exercise is completed, it will be useful to continue
where they are working, until its methodology and in
assimilated in the main curriculum.

4. Until

Chairman & UNESCO Chair in Ecotechnology,

August25,2W2

I;

M S Swaminathan Research Foundation ,Chennai

'The Group expresses deep concern at the process operating behind the Assessment
Report circulated by the Secretary to the Chief Minister, Shri R Gopalakrishnan.The
report is an attempt to prove preconceived notions and prejudices in a totally unscientific
and motivated manner.The lack of professional competence in preparing the report

makes it disturbing that such irresponsible acts should form the basis of decisions of far
reaching consequences affecting children's future.

'The Group is surprised to note that the above report tries to label all such interventions
for educational reform,

emulated by other states

too, as illegitimate. This seeks to

destroy the fabric of public critique and the capacity to develop and innovate within
our own conditions. At a time when the decisions of the NCERT are seriously questioned

by the academic community, such a viewpoint only implies that alternatives have no
space and the state institutions can decide without reference to the academic
community."
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Anand D'Souza, Engineer
Anand Jain, Noida
Anand Raghavan, California, USA
Anant Mann, architect
Anant Phadke, Medico Friends Circle, Pune
Anant Sahai, Professor
Ananth Chlkkatur.StudentCambridge, USA
AnanthKandhadaL California, USA

AnlmeshBasu. Dubai, UAE
Anlrban Dasgupta, Graduate Student USA
Antafban Hazra, Princeton, NJ, USA

AnlrbanMtndal
AnirbanMukherJee,Englneer,USA
JuateStude
AnIrban,GraduateStudentlthaca,NXUSA
'

AniniddhaVaklyaDr, Computer Engineer

Chayanika Shah, College Lecturer, Mumbai

AmabBhattacharya, Scientist TIFR, Mumbai

Chltra Natarajan, HBCS&TIFR Mumbai

Arpita, Asha for Education, USA
Arul Lakhsminarayan, PRL, Ahmedabad

Claudia Floras-Moreno, Ph.D Student,

ArunChandrashekar,SclentistCFTRI ( Mysore

ArunKedarinathan
ArvindDev.Noida
Arvind Gopalakrlshnan,Dallas,Texas,USA
Arvind Paranjpye, IUCAA,Pune
Arvind Sfvaramakrishnan Dr.
Arvind Verma, Dept. of Criminal Justice,
Indiana, USA

Angela Bultemeier.USA
AnlaLoomba,Professor,Unlv.ofllllnols,USA
AnilJayaprakash
AnHKhindrl,SBI, Ahmedabad
Anil Kumar Dwlvedi, Scientist CDRI, Lucknow

State University. USA

CharusltaChakravarthy,lfT,Delhl

Arya Roy, Research Scholar, IMS.Chennai

ChrisoulaKantiotou,USA

London, UK

Cohan Sujay Carlos
D. Saldanha Prof^TISS, Mumbai
D.P.Prakash Dr, Engineer, Vermonnt USA

Damayanti Bhattacharya
Dayananda G.Airody, Software Engineer
Debashls Ghoshal, Scientist HRI, Allahabad
DebdutMaiti, Software Professional, Florida,

USA

AshlmJain
AshlmaSood,lthaca,NY.USA

DeepakDhar,SclentlstTIFR, Mumbai

Ashish Kole, Chennai
Ashish Shah.NY.USA

DeepakTuragar
DeepallHalepete,USA

AshokNaidu, Engineer
AshokSrikantappa, Asha edu,DaBas,TX, USA
Ashok, Asha for Education, WA, USA

DevdattOubhashVAsso.Profv C

Deepak D'Souza, Academician, IMS, Chennai
Ashish Asgekar.Post Doc Fellow, Bangalore Deepak r.oplnath^nglneer.MI.USA
Ashish Chadha, Asha for Education, Stanford DeepakGupta Dr.,Professor,irr,Kanpur
Deepak Kadaba, Ml, USA
University of California, USA
Ashish Das, Alberta, Canada
Deepak Rao, Clinton, MS, USA

Deepama
Univ, Sweden

Diane Mouhanna, Clinical Nurse Consultant
Dibyendu Das, Brandeis Univ.
Massachusetts, USA

Hari Sree, AID, Minneapotis,

USA

HartnandlnlParamahamsan,AshaforEdu,

DUeepJatkar

OUIpG Banhattl Dr. Rcsearcher,Chennai
(

Cleveland, USA
Harlsh KamlckJeacher&Researcher.lff,

Kanpur

DUIpWarrlcr
DinakarSarraju, Bangalore

DJneshK.Sharma,lltMumbal
Dtptabhas Sarkar, Student
Dtvya Karan, Minneapolis, MN,USA

DvyaRatan,USA
Dwijendra Nat h Guru
Elspeth Pagejeacher Educator and Ph.D
StudentUK
Enakshi Bhattacharya, Professor, tfT, Madras
Esha, Asha for Education, USA
Eva Bourova, Czech Republic
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KaveenaMathi

H.S. Man), NCBS, Kblkata

KavttaAvasthl,MD,USA
Kavitha Nellore, Student University Park, USA
Kavitha, Hyderabad
Kavitha, Student TOR, Mumbai

KedarSoman, Mumbai

Harlsh Murukanandan, Fremont CA

KiranKaradl,USA

HarishSharma, Austin, USA
Harish.USA
Marsha Gop I, Engineer, Sacramento, C A, US A
HarunaNishigakl, Student

KJran Singh, California, USA

Hemant

Kopal Barnouin Jhajakoma Park,MD,USA
Kousarya

HimadriChakrabarti,Ohlo, USA
Hlmanshu Agrawal Dr., New Delhi

Hlmanshu Srlvastava, Student IU, Kanpur
Hlmanshu Thakkar,Researcher,New Delhi

Klranmayl Marurjeacher, Chicago, I L, USA
Klrpa Ahluwalia, Student Chennai, India
Kirti

Deshmukh, Asha., Connecticut USA

KPSubbalakshml,NJ,USA
KPYogendran, Mumbai
KrantiTantwai

Forum of Scientists, Engineers &

Indranll Dutta

KripaSundar,USA
Krishnamurthy Viswanathan, California, USA
Krishnan, Student
KulinMehta
Lakshmi, Student

Technologies (FOSET),Kolkal8
Francois Leclercq, Student, New Delhi
G. Dani, Research, T1FR, Mumbai

lnduLakhani,MI,USA

LalitaTharani, Mumbai

Indumathi, IMS, Chennai

LeelaManchala,Fundraiser,Philadelphia,USA

In-Young Cho

Lee na Abraham, Researcher.TISS, Mumbai

Fatguni Patadla, SAC, ISRO, Ahmedabad
FarldaRajkotwala
Felix Anton. Programme Officer, New Delhi

HlteshAya
tmran Siddiqi, Scientist CCMB, Hyderabad
Indira Ghosh, Scientist Malleswaram, AP
Indrajit Mitra, Post-Doc Fellow, IMS, Chennai

GaganKanjIia, Virginia, USA
Ganesh Suryanarayana. Software Consultant

IrfanMuzaffar

LokeshBhargava

Jagadheep D. Pandlan

GangadharAndru.CA.USA

Jagdish, Bangalore

Garima Bhatia, Engineer, NY, USA
GarimaGaur

JajkumarRadhakrishnan, Scientist TIFR,

M.K.BhattacharjeeDr.,Engineer,Mumbai
M.V.Ramana,Research,PrincetonUniv,USA
M.Vidyasagar,Hyderabad

Gaurang Kanvinde, Iff. Mumbai

Mumbai
Sounderrajan, Asha Edu, San Jose, USA
Jamuna Rangachari, Computer Professional
Jairaj

GauravDatt

GauravLumba.USA

Janaki J Joshl, Sydney, Australia

GauravVaish

Jawahar Swaminathan, Scfei ,i;,i, Cambridge,

Gauri Divan, Goa
Gauri N Pal, Asha for Education,

U.K.

USA

GautamBanerJeeDr..Chandlerr AZ,USA

GautamDesai
Gautam Menon, Scientist, IMS, Chennai
Gautam Mandal, SclentlstTIFR, Mumbai
Gautam Patel, Lawyer, Mumbai
I.

Gautam Prakash, Indus Entrepreneur,
Cambridge, MA, USA

Jay Swaminathan, USA
Jayant Kulkarnl, Graduate Student
Jayant Minneapolis, USA
Jayaram Rajagopalan,Systems Engineer,

Chennai
Jayaram, USA
Jayaram, Washington DC, USA
Jayashree Janardhan, Redmond, WA. USA

Gayathri Krishanmoorthy, Asha,Ohio,USA
JayashreeRajagopalan,FremontCA,USA
Gayathri Krlshnamoorthy,Cleveland,OH,USA Jayashree Ramadas, HBCSE.TIFR, Mumbai
Gayatri Saberwal Dr., Scientist, Administrator, Jayendu Krishna, Researcher, JNU.New Delhi
Jishnu Biswas, Bangalore
NCBS, Bangalore
Jodie Galosy
GeetaMahashabde,Pune

Geeta Mareedu, Software Analyst, WA, USA
Geetha Ahluwalla, Asha, NYC/NJ, USA
George Varghese, Melbourne, Australia
Glrisri R.

Johannes ManjrekarDr^Microbiology.MS
Univ,Baroda
Jyothsnaa Rao Dr., Chennai
Jyoti Punwani, Journalist Mumbai
JyotirmoyChaudhuri

GitaPathak

Jyotsna Chatterjee Prof., Nuclear Physicist
Jyotsna Dhawan, Scientist CCMB, Hyderabad
Jyotsna VI)apurkar,HBCSEJIFR. Mumbai

Glta Sen, Sir RatanTata Chair Professor, UM,

K.Jain,Engineer,Noida

GiriiaHariharan

Kamath, Lebanon. NH USA
Girish Venki, Asha for Edu, California, USA
GltaChadha,Researcher,Mumbai

K.PJayasankar,Academkian
iliPande, Social Researcher

K.Ramakrishnan,Teacher,Bharathiar Univ.

Gokwba-Mutebi, Academician
Gomathy VenkateswarJDEA Ud.Panauti,

K.Rema,Research Scholar, Bangalore
K.S.Balaji, Chennai
K. Subramaniam, HBCSE,TIFR, Mumbai
Kailash N. Dattkaya, Designer
Kakoli Caprihan, Washington DC USA
Kala Lakshmlnarayanan, College Park, USA

Nepal
GopalN. Raj. JourrwHst Trivandrum, Kerala
GopiGoteti
Goplnath Mavankaljexas, USA

Gotam K.JafOrt,Profe*sor,Dept.Bto.Sc,TIFR,
Mumbai
GoutamChattopadhyay Dr.Califomia, USA
Govinda Pal, Analyst Chicago ft, USA

GuhaBaUsubramanWohk>,USA
GutobChand DewangaaResearch Scholar,
TlFRMumbai
GuishanNand*
GuwNaifcComufeantGurgaorUndla

GuwJangr'

HCVerma

Kalpana
Kalyan Ray, Journalist DeccanHera(d,Delhl

MadhavRanganathan
Madhavan Narayanan, Asha, Detroit, Ml, USA
Madhavan Varadarajan, RRI, Bangalore
Madhuban Mitra, Program Executive, FA,
I

Bangalore
MadhuriShastri

Madhuvanesh
MahendraVerma,Dept. of Physics, IIT,Kanpur
MaheshShetty, Mumbai
Mala Chatterjee, US A
MalashriPatel

MandeepSarraju, Bangalore
Manish Kumar, Student Mumbai
Manish Vora.Software Engineer, Pittsburgh,

PA.USA
Manish, IRM A, Anand

Manisha,SodalResearcher,London,UK
Manjeet,USA
Manjulyengar,NY,USA

Manoj Plakal, Student, Madison, Wl, USA
Manoj Suresh Kumar, Engineer, Seattle, USA
Manpreet Kaur, Post Graduate Student, USA
Marc Johnston, Michigan, USA
MargaretThomas.Ex-Wher.Trowbridge
MarkOlson, Doctoral Student Michigan State
University, US A

MaryHazarika, Student JNU, New Delhi
Marya, Bangalore
MasakiTsuyukubo,Engineer,SaKama,Japan

MathirajanSManoharan
Mathirajan, San Jose, Callfomal, USA

MayankBahl
MeenaMahajan
Meera
Meeta Bhaduri, Asha for Edu, California, USA
Meeta Jain, Architect
Melliyal Annamalai, Asha. Nashua. NH, USA

Mlhir K.Chakraborty,Researchw,Kolkata
Asha, Washington DC, USA
MohltDubey,Texas,USA
Kam*ILodaya,lMS, Chennai
Kamales Bhaumlk,Research &Teach)ng,StNP. Mohua Banerjee,Research/Teacher,Kanpur

Kamal GursahanLEnglneerJexas, USA

Mohan Bulusu

,

MohuyaCnaudhurl,NDTV,New Delhi
KananPuntambekanMlrmeapeUs.USA
Karthik, Asha forEducatk>n, Boston, USA
KaushikChoudhary,Seal
KaushikSuDramanlan
Kaustubh DesaJ, Sunnyvale. CA, USA

Mona Sehgal Analyst Ashafbrl
Washington DC USA
Motwanijeacher

Mrlnmoy Nag, Graduate Student USA
MukundRanga

ParmlnderKaur.USA

RagsMochepa

ParomltaOasgupta,ASI,Kolkata
Partha Gogol,Mdean VA.USA
Partha Mukhopadhyay,Researcher
Partha P.Majumdar,Professor,ISI,Kolkata

RahuJBasu, Scientist, IMS, Chenrwi
Rahul Roy, Delhi Science Forum, New Delhi
Rahul Varman,Social Scientist HT,Kanpur

ParthasarathiMajumdar.SclentlstSINP.
Koikata

RajKumarMoitra,Research,SINP,Koikata

MurallManl, Student
Murali, Educationist

ParvathiChundi,USA

Raja Si varamakrlshnan, Asha, California,
Rajalakshmi Sunder, NJ.USA

MunlraKhaHl, Cambridge, USA
MurallBhupatiraju
Mural! K Mareedu, Analyst, Washington DC,

USA

N.KManaswi,Studentirr,Kanpur
N.Lakshml
N.Neetakantan, Student, UK

N.Uma,DallasJexas,USA
Nachiappan Arumugam, Research Student
Nagano Eri,Designer,Tokyo, Japan
NagarjunajG,HBCSE,TlFR, Mumbai

Nanda Kumar Kuppuswmay,USA (KMAlumnus)
Nanda Pamldi, Engineer, US A
Nandlni Manjrekar Dr., Women's Studies
Centre, MS Univ., Baroda
Nandlni Oomman, Washington DC USA
Nandtni Vasan, Broomfield CO. USA

Narasimhan, Long Beach, California, USA
Narayan Natarajan,Research Scholar, USA
Narayanan Seshadri, California, USA
Naresh Kumar, Economics, Hyderabad
Nasreen Fazalbhoy.Teacher.Mumbai
Natasha Menon, Student, Asha , USA

Natrajan,Ahmedabad
Naveen Garg, Max-Planck-lnstttut fur
Informatik, Germany

Patricia Ames, Anthropologist London, UK

.

PGG^nesh, (ClOBant Mumbai
RajatS. Gupta, California, USA
Pinaki Chandrasekhar.Graduate Student
Rajeev Kapri, Inst. of Physics, Bhubaneswar
Piyush Mathur. Academician
RajeevNatarajan
Rajesh A. Elayavalli, Asha for Edu, NJ, USA
Piyush Mittal, Illinois, USA
Rajesh Gopakumar.Theoretlcal Physicist, HRI,
PoojaBhartla
Allahabad and Institute for Advanced
PrabalKMaiti, Researcher, Pasadena,C A, USA
Prabhu Kumaar, Student
Study, Princeton
Pradyot Software Developer/ Producer,
lrvmgJexas,USA
Pradyumna Singh, Student, Newark, DE, USA

Rajesh Kasturirangan, Cambridge, MA, USA

PrajvalShastri, Scientist Bangalore
Prakash Burte, Educationist Mumbai (ex-

Rajeshwar Sahai
Rajiv Asthana,Saudi Iron Steel Company,

BARC)
Prakash Mathews, Univ. of Hyderabad, AP

Rajiv Bhatia, Management Consultant,

Prakash,R!chmond, VA, USA
Pramila Vasudevan, Minneapolis, USA

PrasadTadi,NH,USA
Prasanna Pendse, Asha for Edu, Illinois, USA
PrasantChandran, University of Iowa. USA

NlkhilTrivedi

PrashanthAbbagani,USA

NilamS.Vadawale,Mumbai

PratikMajumdar,TIFR,Mumbai
Pratima Agarwal, Professor.llT.Guwahati
Pratlp, Pasadena, California, USA
PraveenKrishnan
Praveen, Asha for Edu, Folsom, CA, USA
Praveena, Student Mumbai

Physics,

PrasanthKokati
Prasenjit Sen, Raleigh NC, USA
Prasenjlt Sen, Univ. of Illinois, Chicago,

USA

Preeti Vasishtha, Washington DC,
Prithvi Prabhu

PJJames, Educationist, Bihar
PJCSasidharan Praf.,Sivaksi,Tamil Nadu

Priya Narayanan
Gainesville FL,

PadmaVelaskar,Researcher,TISS,Mumbai
Padma, Student

Priyadarshinl Karve, College Teacher and
Scientist Pune

PadmakshanVasudevan, Chicago, USA
Padmalekha

Priyanka, Asha for Edu, Madison, Wl, USA

Padmapriya Jagannathan,Calffomia, USA
Palaniappan Arumugam

R.N.Uma, University ofTexas,Dallas, USA
R. Ramachandran. IMS,Chennai
R. Ramachandran, Res. Scientist ft Prof. HRI,

Singh Solanki, Indore
e,Dev. Worker, Koikata
nitaBanerjee,Dev.Worto
sj

PansarMona

Pravin, Mumbai

ity,Researcher,ISI.Kolkata

.rDasDr,:
ParknayKumarDasDr,Scientistlia

Ramamurthy
Ramanathan Sundaram, NJ, USA
Ramani, San Jose, California, USA
Ramesh Dodamani, Asha for Edu, San
Leandro, California, USA
Ramesh Loganathan.Software Engineer,
Hyderabad
RamuThiruvamoor,St.Louis,MO,USA
RamyaSankaran

aGuha
vlswanatha, Research Scholar
tRanade, Bangalore

ii

IReddy
Agarwal, Noida
RashmiKulkami, Engineer
il

PreetiAghalayam.MIT.Cambrldge.USA
Preeti Furtado, Boston, USA

USA

Rasiwala Molz, Jourdain, France
RatnamChitturi, Burr Ridge, Illinois, USA
Ratnesh Sharma, Research Engineer, Patna

Nam War, Student,

Ravi

USA

Ravi Manghani, Seattle, USA

Puneet Student

Allahabad

Paramjrt Oberol, Asha for Edu, Delhi

Hyderabad

Ramachandran, Frontline, New Delhi
Ramakrishna Evanl, Washington DC USA
Ramakrishnan Srinivasan, Chicago, IL, USA

NupurKlttur.student Bronx, NY.USA

UttarKannada,Kamataka

Saudi Arabia

Raju Patil

Niruj Mohan, Student, RRI, Bangalore
Nirupama Mantha, Portland, Oregon, USA
Nlsha Shah, Asha for Education, USA
Nishant Mittal, London, UK (Ex-IIMA)
Nitasha Manchanda, Boston, USA
Nitish Mathew, M.S., Penn State Univ, USA
Norlko Asada,NGO member, Osaka, Japan

Pandurang Megde, Peoples' Movement of

Rajesh, Vljayawada

RajivGandhi
Rajneesh Atre, Research Scholar, School of

PranjalPathak
Prasad Gopalkrishnan, Student, USA

PaMMac

RajeshMurthy.USA

Mumbai

Prakash Vaswanl

Student
NetikaRaval.USA
Nidhi Mehrotra, Economist, Chicago, USA
NigamanthSridhar
Niharika Gupta, Student, Oxford, UK
Nlkhll Bhingarde, Boston, USA

Palash Bharadwaj,ElecEngg,MT.Mumbai

i,

in,Professor,IMS,Chennal
Rajasekhar Jammalamadaka, MD, USA

Neeraja M.BalachanderDr.,IIT,Mumbai
Neerja Bhatt, Mountain View, California, USA

NiranjanBalachandran
NiranjanKanvlnde,Pune

USA

R;

Peekay,Texas,ySA

Neelam Goyal, California, USA

Nell,

Raja Sen

Pawan Gupta, Res. Student NRSA, Hyderabad Rajaram Nltyananda
Pawan Gupta, San Jose, California, USA
RaJaram.Env.Englneer.Oak Brook.IL.USA
Pawan, San Francisco, USA
Academic, OX28PW UK
Rajarshi
.

PramodKashyapM.R.
Pramod Malatkar,Blacksburg,VA.USA
Pramod ShenoUlM, Bangalore
Pramod Sripathl, Bangalore

Navin Kumar Singh, Mainpuri, India
NealChawla, Doctor

Raj Kamal MaMya, Engineer, Hoshangabad

R.Ramanujam,TNSF,Chennai

RRamaswamy, JNU.New Delhi

RaviMayreddy
Ravi Mundoll, Asha for Edu, vlshakhapatnam
Ravindra
Ravishankar Arunachalam, Engineer

ReetlkaKhera, Student
Rejl Thomas, USA
Rekha R. Jangi, MA, USA
Rema Vadakkekunipath,

Reshma Madhusudan, Asha, Chicago, USA
RevafyGopal. Mumbai

Rachana Mundra. Asha.Seattle,WA, USA
Rachna Mehrotra, USA

Rlddhi Shah, MathematWan.TIFa Mumbai
Rlno Raj, Mumbai

fiadhika Vlswanathan, Bangalore

Rlpul Kumar

Rag Mac

RlshiBansat,NY,USA
RrteshDutta, London, UK
Robert Aikenhead,SctenceT(
Association of Victoria, A

RaghavMahaHngam, Atianta.GA, USA
RaghavanSunderraiaaNewanXDiUSA
Raghavendran Venkatnman, NH.USA
-

RaghuUSof

Rohini Gupta, Philadelphia. USAl

C
Q
*9

Rohlnl Muthuswaml, Denver CO, USA

RohinlOomman,SchoolTeacher,Mumbal
RohitTripathl, Young India. Washington DC,
Roiee Sharma, Researcher (Cell Biology)

Roshan ShahanLWriter.Mumbal

Asha for Edu, CA, USA

Sayan Kar,HT,Kharagpur
Seema Kakade, Washington, USA
Shah R. S., Retired pension**

Sri Prlya Sundararajan,

ShaharOwttaraj,Mn;Cambridge,USA

SrikanatNagaraia.NJ.USA
Srikrishjrivandnjm

>Fennell,Lecturer,Development
ShallajaFen
of Cambridge, USA
U
Studies, University

Srlhari DukkipatLEnglneer.San Diego, CA,

Srimoyee Ghosh
SrinathDasu,USA

Rostem Irani
RPAditya, Asha for Edu, Berketey.CA, USA

Shallaja SaJJa, Student DA-IKTGandhlnagar

Ruchi Slnha, Mcademician, TISS, Mumbal
RuchlkaChandran, University of Iowa, USA
S,Chandrashekar,Profes5or,IIM, Bangalore

Shaitesh Mendonca, Mumbai

Srlnidhl Kadagattur, Research Engineer
Srinivas Savaram, Virginia, USA

Shakha Mehta, Hong Kong

Srinivasan,Chennai

ShallnlMahajan, Bombay
Shalinl Yadav.Research Scholar

Sripriya,SanJose,Califomia,USA
Sriram Gopal, Long Beach, California, USA
SnshtiSofat

S,G.Danl,TIFR, Mumbal
S.Jayalakshrrt

S.Kaiyana Rama, Scientist IMS, Chennal
N. MalakarDr, Asso. Prof. JNU, New Delhi

S.

S.P.Agraharl,Professor,Delhl Univ,Delhi

S.Seshan,Teacher,SainlkSchool,Rewa

ISundar Kumar lyer,Englneer.Asha.Beacon,
NY.USA
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ShankarGovlndaraju, California, USA
ShankarKrtshnan
Shankar Srinivas, Asha for Edu, London, UK

Shankar Srinh/as, Scientist
Shankar, Asha for Edu,WA, USA
Shanmuga Subramanlan, Princteon, NJ, USA
Shanta Laishram,TIFR, Mumbai

Shantanu Roy, Painted Post, NY.USA
vldya,

SabyasachiRay
SachlnVora

Sadagopan,MD,USA
Sal

ShaltendraSapra

ManoharGopisetty, Asha,Michigan,USA

SaikatChakrabarti, Kolkata

SaketNarang.Mumbai

ShanttolDas
Sharad
Sharath Hegde, Sunnyvale, California. USA
Sharvari Nadkaml,Studentlthaca,NY,USA
Shashikanth Suryanarayanan, Berkeley, US A

Sheeba Arnold, Program Analyst. Yonkers.
NY.USA
Shefali, Student CIEFL, Hyderabad

SrivatsanVaradaraJan, Minneapolis, USA

SrividhyaVenkataraman
Subashree Rajagopal, California, USA

SubhaVenugopaiUSA
Subimal Sen, Res/Teaching, SINP,Kolkata

Subramanya Bhatt Engineer, Bangalore
SubramanyaSastry.Madison.WI.USA
SudeepK.S.,Ph.DStudent,IIT,Mumbal
SudhakarGovindavajhala, Princeton Unlv, NJ,

USA
SuhasCnakraborty,Environ.Engineer,CA
Sujata Bose, International Public Health
Researcher
Sujata Pateljeacher, Dept of Sociology, Univ.

ofPune

New Delhi

Sake* Vijayaraghavan, USA
Saman Habib, Scientist, CDRI, Lucknow

Sheila Alkman, Education Adviser

SuiitKatyal,

ShHpa

SuiekhaChattopadhyay.Universitiof

SamikGhosh,Principaland Physics Teacher
Samir,MA,USA

Shipfa Nigam, Student

Sampath Kumar

Shirish

SamudravijayalCDr,
Samuel.JNU, New Delhi

Shiva Shankar,Mathematician,IMS,Chennai

Shirln

SanatMohanty.Mlnneapolls.USA
SandeepBala, Student Etec.Engg,HT,Mumbai
SandeepJuneja, Academician
Sandeep Ramesh, KM, Ahemdabad

Sandhya Gowda, Lecturer in Physics

"

SandipGhosh.Researcher,TIFR,Mumbai

y Bhatnagar, National Radio Astronomy
y, New Mexico, USA

(

Mumbal
Shivanl, Student

SocioJogy.UnivofPune

Supratlk ChakrabortyJeacher/Researcher.llT,

Shreedhar, Silicon Valley, USA
Shreekrlpa B, India Dev. Service, Ohio. USA
Shrikanth Shankar.Mountain View.CA, USA

SuprlyaUnnikrishnan

Africa, Pretoria

ShubhMangal
Shyam Raghunandan, Engineer, NY, USA
University,

Washington DC.USA

Santosh Furtado, Boston, USA
SantoshK.Samaddar,Re$earcher,SINP,
Santosh man!
Santosh Pande,Pune
Santosh Ramaswamy,Calgary, Alberta,

SitaamayyaChowdary,ChicagQ,IL,USA

Slvaramakrishnan B, Student I1M, Kolkata

Smrtha.USA
srJIFR, Mumbal

Santosh Verma
SaravananaS, California, USA
Sarha Vkj,Research Scholar,TIFR,Mumbai
SarojaSrinidhJ

SasidhaiUSA
Satarupa Boxes, Asha for Edu, California, USA
$athya,USA
Safeh Kumar.ttM, Ahmedabad

Saun^Guha,Rtsearchef/Tcher.KanpuT

Smltl Gupta, Doctor,Canada

SmritlAnand. Student USA
SrnrWJoseph.Sodal Worker, Bangalore

Soma, Mumbai
Somdatta SJnha/ SclentistCCMB, Hyderabad
SonaN Sathaye.Syracuse University, NY, USA
Sonla Gupta, Singapore

SouheU^Xpan
Soumen Roy, Instt of Physics, Bhubaneswar
SowrnyaPartnasar*thy,NJ,USA
SpentaR-Wadia, Scientist

SauravPwoa,Studert,HT; Mumbai

SavtaKW,SntaCtora Calorraa,USA

SurabhIDaWr
SureshKalkunte
Suresh Nayak, Mathematician, CM|,Chennai
Suresh Venkateswaran, California, USA

Sushma Malllk, Scientist IIA, Bangalore
SwamiBala,USA
Swapnil Sahai,Studentlin;Allahabad
Swati Mehrotra, HBCSE (TIFR),Mumbai
Swati Pant, New Delhi
Swati Sircar, Asha for Educ, Seattle, USA
Swati Sircar, Seattle. WA, USA
T.Krlshnan,Retired Prof of Statistics,

Bangalore

Tanmoy Dutta, Asha,Washington,USA
Tapan Kumar Khan,Researcher,Dept of CeH
Blology,UNC-ChapdHI,USA
TarunJatn,AID,V1rgJnia( USA

SoumltaBasu

SatpritMumba)
SatyaJttMuhwndarJexaxUSA

/

Mumbai

Supuma Sinha, Scientist

Suresh. California, USA
Siddharth Ramachandran, Bell Labs, NJ, USA
SuryadeepRay,ResearchenHRi, Allahabad
Siddhaith Rele, San Jose, California, USA
Suryasarathl Dajgupta, Research Scholar.llT,
Siddhartha Kumar Ghosh, Software Engineer,
Susanta Lahiri, Asso.Prof.SINP, Kolkata
Sirlsh Agrawal, Asha for Education, USA
Susheela,Melbourne Universlty,Australia
Siva Athreya, New Delhi
Siva DigavaHi, Scientist Rocky Hill, a, USA

Santosh SripatH USA

SunitaWarrier,AshaforEdu,Cleveland.USA

Shouri Chatterjee, Chestnut USA

Shrirang Deshlngkar,SclentlstUniv.of South

Professor, Howard

Sumedha,TIFR, Mumbai
SumitChhabra, Ahemdabad
Sumit Roy,Seattle,WA,USA
Sumlta B., Development Worker, Kolkata

ShobaSubramanian
SunilAhuJa,MA,USA
Shobana Mani, Upstate Medical Univ.NY.USA SunilBagai,
Shobhona Sharma Prof., TIFR Mumbai
Sunil Laxman. Graduate Student
Sunii Sakhalkar, ArchltectUSA
Shoma Choudhury, Lecturer, Dept.of

ShrikumarPoddar

ir Sltaraman,Maths

USA

Khanna Asha for Edu, Seattle, WA, US A Sumathi Rao, Prof of Physics, HRI, Allahabad
B patel, Consulting Civil Engineer
SumathiVlyengar.Asha, Princeton, NJ.USA

ShivanandKanavi,LokRajyaSangathan,

SanaeNakaj)ma,Tokyo,Fuchu<lty,Japan

California,

Tejat R.Patel,A5ha for EduMLUSA
j
TtaSIrcar

Tlmlr Pandit AWanta, GA, USA
.

SriNageshVailuftUSA

TomokoShlrotaTokvo,Japan

I

J

Signatories with SumatiSury^TIFR:
d AJW.Srlvastava,lnstLof Physics,
TusharValdya Or, Scientist CCMB, Hyderabad

TuliPatel

Bhubaneshwar

UdeshJha.USA

Udlt Hindu College, New Delhi
A.P.Balachandran, Syracuse Univ. NY, USA
Umesh R.Kadhane,Researcher,TlFR,Mumbai AbhlkBasu.USc, Bangalore
UttaraShahanl
V.N.Murthy,Scientlst,IMS,Chennai

ValbhavVaisKStudentllT.Kanpur
ValshallJoglekar

Vandana Razdan, Ericsson, Singapore
VaradaRajan,WA,USA
VartikaAtrey.Studerrt, Stanley Medical
College, Chennal

Vasantha Surya, Chennai

D,USA
VasanthiKandasamy,MD,L_
Vasu Avadhanula, Chief Architect, CABC Inc.,
Texas,USA
Veena Choudary,M!nneapolis, USA
VeenaMfsra
Venkat Ramaseshan. Mlssissauga, ON LSM
6K1

AjayanKailSc, Bangalore
Ajaymohan R S, IISc, Bangalore
Ajlt Kembhavi. IUCAA, Pune
Amlt Garde, IISc, Bangalore
Anil Kumar AV.IISc, Bangalore
Anuradha Banerjee, Univ. of Glasgow,
Scotland

Arun Paramekanti, Unlv of California, USA
Arundhati Dasgupta, AS, Potsdam
Ashok Prasad, University of New York, USA
Bala lyerRRI, Bangalore
Bhavtosh Bansal, IISc, Bangalore
BlmanNath, RRI, Bangalore
ChandrasekharCM,RRi, Bangalore

UnlversftyiUSA
Gautam l.Menon, IMS, Madras

Hum Chand Verma, IUCAA, Pune

USA

Jatush, IUCAA,

Pune

Joseph Samuel RRI, Bangalore

.

K.Madhavl,Teacher,Ananda Bharatl,H'bad
M.Srinivas,Manager,IMI,Hyderabad
Lalltha Dr^VP, Ananda Bharathi,Hyderabad
Meena H. Dr.,Ananda Bharathi, Hyderabad

Kamala N Dr.Ananda Bharathi, Hyderabad
Bharathi.Hyderabad

SlgnatoriMfrom Univ. of Hydtrabad:
S.Durga Bhavani, Lecturer, Computer Science
Murlidhara BL, Lecturer.Computer Science
Phanlndra Goyari, Lecturer, Economics
BS Padmavatl,Reader,Maths & Statistics
BShobha,Lecturer,Maths&Staistics
Purendra Prasad, Lecturer, Sociology

.

.

Lakshml.K-CIIT.Madras.

Washington DC, USA
Vljayanand Modur, Doctor, Washington

MRBalju, IISc, Bangalore
M.K. Verma, liT, Kanpur

University in St. Louis, USA
Vijayashree Venkatraman, Asha, Dallas, USA

Madan Rao, RRI, Bangalore

Manaswita Bose, IISc, Bangalore
VikasSharan Entrepreneur,Fremont,CA,USANageswaran.R,irr Madras
Naresh Dadhlch, IUCAA, Pune
VikramBhatnagar,lllinois,USA
VikramRana,Research Scholar,TIFR,Mumbai Niruj Mohan, RRI, Bangalore
P Sunthar, IISc, Bangalore
Vikrant Vora, Ahmedabad
P.B.Sunll Kumar, IIT, Madras
Vmay lyengar, Asha Edu, Princeton, NJ, US A
Parthosarathi Ray,IISc,Bangalore
VinayKumar,MfT,Cambridge,USA
Plnakl Chaudhurl, IISc Bangalore
VinodJohn,NY,USA
Prasad Subramanfan, IUCAA, Pune
Vinod, Bangalore
VipulGandhi
RNageswaran,IIT,Madras
R.Srikanth, ISI, Bangalore
Virginia Yazokie,New Delhi
Rahul Basu, IMS, Madras
VishakhaParvate
Vlshal Anand, California, USA
Rajesh Gopakumar,HRI, Allahabad
Vishwambhar Pati, Mathematician. ISI,
Ram Gopal vlshwakarma, IUCAA, Pune
RandhirRRIISc, Bangalore
Bangalore
Vishwambhar Prasad Gupta, Writer, Retd.
RemaK, RRI, Bangalore
S.Varma,lnstt. of Physics, Bhubaneshwar
Engineer
Vlsweswaram, New Delhi
SachlnVaidya,UnlversltyofCalifdomia,USA
ViwkBorkar, Scientist
SanJIbSabhapandttTIFR Mumbal
YasushiTomono
Satya N.Majumdar,Laboratolre de Physique
YuYamamoto, Student Dubai, UAE
Qunatique, France
Zalnab, Anderson Business School, LA, USA
Zeena Benjamin, Asha Edu, Wisconsin, USA

Mklryar:

Sreekumar N, Engineer, Prayas, Hyderabad
SS Lakshml, WlproTechnologles, Hyderabad
KN lyer.President, Ananda B Karathi.Hyd 'bad
P. Anuradhajeacher, Ananda Bharatl.H'bad

S.Bhavani,Reader,CIS
KaryansundarChakrabartl, IISc, Bangalore
Kheya Senguptajechnical Universlty,Munlch Atul Negl,Reader,CIS
Kumar S. Gupta, SINRKolkata
HMohanty,Professor,CIS

Vijay Sureshkumar, Software Design, Seattle,

(

Sukumar

KJBabu Narayanan,

DhrubadityaMltraJISc, Bangalore
Or Indra Balachandran, Thomas Jefferson

Vijay Rajamani, AID, Minneapolis,

Maharashtra
Khazana, Anjanwada, Jhabua, MP

V.SallaJa, Ananda

VenkateshDahale
VenkateshGanti
Venkatesh lyengar, Asha for EduXA, USA

USA

Keshav Vasave, Neemgavan, Dhulla,

DhananjayVaidya, John Hopkins Unlv,USA

Ohiman Chatterjee, IISc, Bangalore

VldyaSagarKumble, India
Vidyanand Rajpathak, Asha for Edu, USA
Vijay Dakshinamoorthy
Vijay Mokashi, Asha for Edu, Boston, USA

Clifton Rozario

Deshdeep Sahdev.llT.Kanpur

VenkatadrlSreenivasan

Vidhya, New Delhi
VidurBhandari, Palo Alto,

Ashish,Badwani
Baba Maharia, JalsindhUhabua,MP

Anima Nagar, Res. Asso., Maths & Statistics
T.SobhaRani,Lecturer,CIS
Signatories with VasmtMVMlMrale:
R D Shah, Community Science Centre,

Vadodara

i

Satyaki Bhattacharya, Univ. of California, USA
Seema Satin, University of Pune

Rita P. Parma r,ShishuMilap, Vadodara
Shobhaben Shah, ShlshuMllap, Vadodara

Gita H.Rathva,Street Educator, Vadodara

PratlmaR.Prajapati.Street Educator,

Vadodara
RakshaPraJapati.ShlshuMilap, Vadodara
Preeti DaKvadi, Shlshu Mllap, Vadodara
Sunita Parmar.Street Educator, Vadodara

AlkaPrajapatl,FieldWorker,ShishuM(lap
HinaThakkar, Reid Worker.Shishu Milap
Hetan Pardeshi, Field Worker.Shishu Mllap
GauriVaghela, Shlshu Milap, Vadodara

Ushaben Parmar.Shishu Mllap,Vadodara
Preetiben Pa tel, Field Worker, Shlshu Mllap
NlkltaPrajapatl, Field Worker.Shishu Mtlap

PragnyaKhatkuLAveshika, Shlshu Mllap
Madhvi Olkar, Aveshika,Shishu Milap

BMArora,TIFR, Bombay

Amab Bhattachrya, Scientist TIFR, Bombay

Shreekumar.HSc, Bangalore
Shrirang Deshlngkar,RRI,Bangalore
SJtabhra Slnha, IISc, Bangalore

AKGrover.ScientlstJlFR, Bombay

Srh/atsaSICHT, Madras

SS Prabhu, Scientist, TIFR Bombay
D.Goswami. Scientist, TIFR, Bombay
M. Barma, Scientist TIFa Bombay
AK Nigam, Scientist TIFA Bombay

Supratlm Sengupta, Untv.of Alberta, Canada
VarunSahni IUCAA, Pune
Yashodnan Hatwalne,RRI,Bangalore

SignMorlaswhhDr.AnBPtel:
Or.Daxa Patel,Dharampur,Gujant

Kaumudl Shelat,Dharampur,GuJarat
KaushlkBhatt,DhanmDur< Gujarat
Rajesh Shah, Dnarampur, Gujarat
RashmiKapadia,Dharampur,GuJarat
SujataShahTDnarampuiiG-'"Vlnayafc Dave.Dharampur,i

Nagarajan, Scientist, TIFR, Bombay
P.Ayub,Sctentlst,TlFR ( Bombay
R.

Kalobaran Maiti, ScientlstTIFa Bombay
SRamakrishnan, Scientist TIFaBombay
5KDhar,Sctentlit,TIFR,BomDay

LCGupta, Scientist TIFa Bombay
aPinto, Scientist TIFa Bombay
Avlnash Dhar.SdentbtTI

GautamMandal,Sdentfe
SWadia, Scientist TIFa A
Sourendu Gupta, Scientist Ti
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AKRawa, Scientist, T1FR, Bombay
DDhar.ScientlstTIFR.Bombay

A Dabhdkar,Sdentist,T}FR, Bombay
ftondlnlTrlvedl, Scientist, TIFR, Bombay

SandlpP.Trivedi,SclentlstTIFa Bombay
RaleevV.Gaval,SclentlstTlFR, Bombay

MfiKurup, Scientist, TlFa Bombay
V.Nanal,Sdentlst,TIFa Bombay

S.MaW,Sdentl$t,71Fa Bombay
E.Krishnakumar,Sclentist,71FaBombay
PNBhatt SclenttetTlFR Bombay
0. Narslmha, Scientist, TIFR, Bombay
Randerla, SdentistTIFR, Bombay
SMukhl, Scientist TIFR, Bombay

M

HM Antia, Scientist TTFR, Bombay

Ranjan Das, Scientist TIFR, Bombay

SIfiatorlewlthMKVernMofJagrlti,irr-K:
Mahendra Kumar Owlvedl

98
ajNarayanSharma
AmpuranaDlxit
Pradeep Kumar Verma
TtrthRaj

MayaKamal

Abbreviations used
AtlMS - All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Delhi
ASI -Anthropological Survey oflndia, Kolkata

AnuradhaMishfa

BARC - Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay

RambabuYadav

CCMB

KailasBabu

Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad

Vlnay Kumar

CD-Communications Design

Prayag Raj
NeeralGuDta

CDRI - Central Drug Research

Institute,

Lucknow

ManlshShrlvastava

MayankGoel

CIEFL- Central Institute for English and Foreign Languages, Hyderabad
HRI - Harish-Chandra Research Institute, Allahabad

MadhuSharma
Pranay Kumar

IDS - Institute of Development Studies, Chennai

ValbhavVaish
HtmanshuShrivasta

IFA - India Foundation for the Arts, Bangalore

HA - Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore
St^natoriwwlth Su(|H5inlui> Swanlrvar:
AbhifltBardnaaSCF,

SamarBagchtNCSTC Network, Kolkata
Sudeshna Slnha, Aashirwaad, Kolkata
DebrajBhattacharya.Uthnaii.Birbhum.WB

MH Engineer, Bose Institute, Koikata

SaradaBala^opalan,NIAS-HSc, Bangalore

IICT - Indian Institute of Computer Technology, Hyderabad

IIIT-indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad

HSc - Indian Institute of Sciences, Bangalore,
(IT

- Indian Institute of

Technology

IMS - Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Chennai

IRMA - Institute of Rural Management, Anand
ISI

- Indian Statistical Institute,

Bangalore

IUCAA - Inter University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Pune

JNU - Jawaharial Nehru University, Delhi

NCBS - National Centre for Basic Sciences, Kolkata
NCBS - National Centre for Biological Sciences, Bangalore

NRSA - National Centre for Remote Sensing and Astronomy, Hyderabad
PRL - Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad
RRI - Raman Research Institute, Bangalore

SAC-Space Application Centre, Ahmedabad
SINP - Sana Institute of Nuclear Physics, Kolkata
TIFR -Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,

w

^omJ^^

TBS-Tata Institute of Social Sclences.Bombay

TNSF -Tamil Nadu Science Forum,Cnennai

A list of the newspaper articles and editorials published during the campaign against
the closure of Eklavya's school education programmes:
No. Article
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